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Q3. Do you consider the Regulation 19: Pre-Submission Draft of the
Shropshire Local Plan is:

A: Legally compilers: Yes: D No: 7:!

8: Sound Yes: E No: B

C. Compliant with the Duty to Co�024operate Yes: D No: D

(Piease tick as appropriate).

Q4. Please give details of why you consider the Regulation 19: Pre-Submissicn
Draft of the Shropshire Local Plan is not legally compliant or is unsound or
fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Regulation 19: Pre-Submission Draft
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�030 Q5. Please set out the modi}401cation(s)you considernecessary to make the
1 Regulation 19: Pre-Submission Draft of the Shropshire Local Plan legally
3 compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
: you have identi}401edat Q4 above.

Please note that non-compliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modi}401cationat
examination. You will need to say why each modi}401cationwill make the Regulation 19: Pre-Submission
Draft of the Shropshire Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put
fomard your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modi}401cation(s).You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

Q6. If your representation is seeking a modification to the Regulation 19: Pre�024
Submission Draft of the Shropshire Local Plan, do you consider it necessary to
participate in examination hearing session(s)?

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in hearing
session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to participate.

[2| No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

D Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

(Please tick one box)

Q7. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why
you consider this to be necessary:

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary)

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear
those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You may be asked
to con}401rmyour wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the matters and issues for
examination.
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DRAFT COMMENTS TO BRUTON KNOWLES ON SHROPSHIRE COUNCIL�031S �030

PRE SUBMISSION PLAN CONSULTATION. .

1. LegallProcedqal Non Compliance '

(a) Sustainabilig Aggraisal '

1.1 it is considered that Shropshire Council have failed to comply with legal
requirements on strategic environmental assessment and sustainability appraisal
and so the process of producing the Pre�024SubmissionPlan is legally flawed and
unsound. ' �030 g

1.2 The legal requirements are:
c The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004(PCPA) 819(5) requires a
�030 Local Planning Authority (LPA) to carry out an appraisal of the sustainability of

the proposal in each plan and to prepare a report of the }401ndingsof the

appraisal. ' a
o The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004
' (as amended) impose additionai requirements on a LPA preparing a iocai

plan. Regulation 5(1) requires the LPA to carry out an environmental
assessment during the preparation of that plan. Further requirements are set
out in Regulation 12 Part 3, Regulation 12(3) and Schedu�030ie3.These
Regulations give effect to European Directive 2001/42/EC �034onthe assessment
of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment�035.Recital '
17 again refers to the environment report being taken into account during the
preparation of the plan.

. Government guidance on Sustainability Appraisais and on the SEA regime is

contained in its Strategic Environmental Assessment and Sustainability
Appraisal guidance note. Paragraph 002 states that �034sustainabilityappraisal
should be applied as an iterative process informing the development of the
plan�035.Paragraph 018 states that �034thesustainability appraisal needs to
consider and compare all reasonable alternatives as the plan evolves,
including the preferred approach, and assess these against the baseline
environmental, economic and social characteristics of the area�035and must
�034provideconclusions on the reasons the rejected options are not being taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred approach in light of the ' 4
alternatives�035.1

0 Government guidance on Pian Making paragraph 037 says that the
sustainability appraisal plays an important part in demonstrating that the local
plan re}402ectssustainability objectives and has �034consideredreasonable
alternatives" (emphasis added ). '

c There is strong emphasis in the ,iaw and guidance on the need for the
environmental assessment and draft plan preparation to be carried out in
parallel. The EU guidance on the SEA Directive states that the environmental

. assessment should in}402uencethe way plans are drawn up. Case law supports
this principle. in Seaport Investments Ltd 2002 NIQB 62 it was heid that there
must be parallel development of the environment report and draft plan. Where
the draft plan becomes largely settled before the environment report then the
ful}401lmentof the Directive and Reguiations may be piaced in jeopardy as the
later public consultation may not be capable of exerting the appropriate
in}402uenceon the contents of the draft plan.
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0 Case law also requires that such a report must constitute a single accessible
, and- easily comprehensible document and not a paper chase. In Berkeley v _ .

SOS Others 2002 3 WLR,�031it was held that a paper chase cannot be treated as
the equivalent of an environmental statement. It should constitute a single
accessible compilation, produced at the very start of the process of the .
relevant environmental information and the summary in non�024technical
language. A disparate collection of documents cannot be treated as satisfying

- the requirements to make the information available to the public. In'Save
Historic Newmarket Ltd v Forest Heath DC (2011 EWHC 606, it was held that
in order to form an identi}401abIereport, the relevant information must be
brought together: it should not be necessary to embark on a paper chase in
order to understand the environmental effects of a process. In Royal
Brampton 8. Hare}401eldNHS Foundation Trust v Joint Committee ofPrimary '

~ . Care Trusts (2011) EWHC 2986, it was held that �034theinformation contained in
a consultation document should not be as inaccurate or incomplete as to
mislead potential consultees in their responses. Inaccurate or incomplete

» information may have the effect of precluding an informed and intelligent
response to the disadvantage of a party that may be affected by the decision.

' This is especially important where that information is outside the knowledge of
- those consulted and-upon which they are therefore obliged to rely in

formulating their response�035. �031 -

o In R v Brent LBC Ex p Gunning (1985) 4 WLUK 200, it was held that to�030be .
lawful, a consultation must include suf}401cientinformation for the consuitees to '
give intelligent consideration so as to provide an informed response.

1.3 It is considered that Shropshire Council have failed to comply with these
requirements in the following respects:

. As required by the regulations and guidance, the Council produced a Scoping
Report in January 2017. Table 5.2 set out the Council's sustainable _
objectives. These included $05- to encourage the use of sustainabie�030means
of transport (including enabling more walking and cycling: $06 �024to reduce
the need for people to travel by car including reducing vehicle use one

' Shropshire's roads; SO12 �024to reduce 002 emissions; SO13 �024to promote the
adaptation and mitigation to climate change.

. The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) submitted with the Preferred Sites . I
- consultation in paragraph 1.5 says that site allocations have been assessed

against the Scoping Objectives in the Scoping Report and the resutts
presented in the report. Paragraph 1.18 says that this ful}401lsStage B �024-testing
all sites in the Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) against the SA
framework in the Scoping Report and evaluating the likely e}401ectsofallocating

- different sites. Table 2.3 set out the criteria for sites, with 14 criteria set
_ reIated to speci}401cScoping Objectives. 80 5 and 6 were related to criteria 5

(proximity to community facilities) and SO 6 to criteria 6 (proximity to public
- _ transport). But no criteria were given for SO 12' and 13 so the SA failed to '

�030 assess sites against these important objectives. In Table 2.4, the criteria are
given a scoring index. However, criteria 6 here is given as Quality�030of
agricuIturaI land not proximity to public transport as stated in Table 2.3. So the .
SA failed to assess sites against 806. ' '

0 Paragraph 2.14 of Preferred Sites SA, states that the SA rating is used to
inform Stage 3 of the site assessment process and so has directly informed
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the selection of the most appropriate sites for allocation in each settlement.
The law states that the SA process is iterative and informs each stage of the
process. The fact that this SA is materially }402awedin its inconsistencies
between Tables and lack of assessment of key Scoping Objectives means
that the process has not met the legal requirements as subsequent decisions
based on the SA were based on inadequate, incorrect and hence unintelligible
intormation (contrary to Gunning principle).

0�030A further legal }402awis that the Preferred Site consuitation, the Council
allocated Shif18d for employment use, but this site was not included in the
SA. As the site was not assessed, it was not possible for the Council to
assess it against reasonable alternatives, nor to provide evidence to justify
why the site had been selected as opposed to alternative sites proposed by
the local community, as required by the law and Government guidance. The
Council also failed to provide reasons why they proposed Shif 18b rather than '
Shif 18a, when the former had a higher negative sustainability score than the
latter Government guidance on Sustainability Appraisal states that the Council
must provide conclusions on the reasons the rejected options are not being
taken forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred approach in light of
the alternatives. The Council have not stated why given the lower negative
score for the alternative site, they have rejected this site.

. The allocation of Shif 18d without being sustainability appraised and without
considering reasonable aiternatives and why they were dismissed, indicates
a pre-determination of allocating this site without }401rstcarrying out the legal
sustainabiiity appraisal, which is contrary to the Gunning legal requirement '
that proposals should be at a formative stage. As stated above Government
guidance on Sustainability Appraisal states that the Council must provide

» - conclusions on the reasons the rejected options are not being taken toward
and the reasons for selecting the preferred approach in light of the a _
alternatives. The Council have not stated why they have rejected the -
alternative site: especially as they had not carried out any appraisal on the

' setected site. .
. In paragraph 8.54 of the Green Belt Exceptional Circumstances Statement,

Shropshire Council state that the Sustainability Appraisal was an integral part
of plan making informing the development of �034...siteallocations�035.However,
site Shif 18d was allocated without any such sustainability appraisal and so

could not have informed this site allocation. Its allocation was, therefore,
contrary to legal and policy requirements relating to sustainability
development: sustainability appraisal and Green Belt requirements on taking

!and out of the Green Bett. .

0 There was a similar failure to comply with legal and policy requirements on
sustainability appraisal on the Strategic Sites consultation stage in July 2019.

Table 2.3 of the SA accompanying that consultation, related Scoping ,
Objectives to scoring criteria. 80$ 5 and 6 were related to criteria 6 on public
transport and there were 15 scoring criteria. However, table 2.4 listing the

criteria excluded public transport and criteria 6 was again noted as being
agricultural land quality. There were only 14 criteria listedvand not the 15 listed
in Table 2.3. The Council had, therefore, still used the same incorrect SA -

criteria for scoring as in the previous consultation. �030
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' _- There was a further problem with Shropshire Council's SA process. The SA
. on the Preferred Scale and Distribution (PSD) consultation stagewas '

prepared for Shifnal on the basis that the town would have 16ha of
» employment land. The SA saysthat this level of growth for �030Shifnalwas likely

to minimise the need for additional wr based transport. However, on the next
Preferred Sites (PS) stage the amount of proposed employment land for '
Shifnal had been increased to 40ha, but as�030statedabove, the SA failed to
assess the public transport criteria and failed to assess the proposed Shif 18d
site at all. There was an SA inconsistency between the various consultation
stages as at the PSD stage it was stated that the level of growth would be
likely to have minimal car based effect, but then failed to assess whether this
still applied with the increase in employment land growth and allocation of Shif
18d. The Council could not, therefore, show that the increase in growth level
of employment from 16 to 40ha and the allocation of Shif18d for employment '
use, would be sustainable development, as they has not appraised these \
changes at the appropriate time in the process. The fact that they had not
assessed the sustainability of these changes but still proceeded with these
proposal, means that the Council has failed to meet its legal responsibility

' under $19 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 which requires
that an authority preparing a plan must do so �034withthe objective of
contributing to the achievement of sustainable development�035.

. As noted in the legal cases above, the law requires that all information - .
7 comprise a single and accessible compilation and not require a paper chase.

it is considered that Shropshire Council have not complied with this
requirement and so the consultation process is legally }402awed.The SLAA
report in 2018 did not have a map identifying the sites; these could only be
identi}401edby going into residentiallemployment conclusion maps f0und
elsewhere on the website which were not cross referenced on the SLAA A
report.,Similany there was no map with the Sustainability Appraisals for the
public to be able to identify the location and boundaries of the sites being
appraised. Case law states that a disparate collection of documents traceable
only by a person with a good deal of energy and persistence does not satisfy
legal requirements on making documents available to the public. The fact that
documents related to SLAA and SA were spread over different parts of the -
website with no cross reference, shows that this did not comply with case law.

1b) Gunning Princigles ..
1.4 Common Law imposes speci}401crequirements on public consultation. R.V Brent
LBC Ex 9. Gunning {1985} 4 WLUK 200 set out four legal principles that
consultations have to comply with to be legal (known as the Gunning Principles):

' (i) Plans must be at a formative stage (a }401naldecision has not yet been made;
or predetermined, by the decision makers).
1.5 It is considered that there is evidence to imply as far as the public are concerned
that there has been pre�024determinationwith some proposalsin the Plan, such as the
allocation of employment land in-Shifnal as stated in the relevant policy section
below (82.2 paragraph 2.45). Similarly, Shropshire Council advertised RAF Cosford
as being a potential development site outside of the Green Belt in its lnvest ln -

' Shropshire brochure and website long before the Strategic Sites Consultation where
removal of the site from the Green Belt was }401istput out for public consultation. Also,
the fact that Shropshire Council have failed to respond in subsequent consultations
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to. objections submitted substantiated by detailed supporting technical, policy and
legal evidence implies thatthe Council proposals. in Plans have not been at a
formative stage. but pre�024determinedhence the reason Why Shropshire Council have
not been able to put fonNard evidence to rebut the objectors evidence.

(ii) There is suf}401cientinfomation to give �030intelligentconsideration�031(the
information provided must relate to the consultation and must be available,
accessible, and easily interpretable for consultees to provide an informed

response).
1.6 As well as case law, Government advice (Planning Guidance Plan Making
paragraph 035) states that documents forming part of the evidence base should be

published on the website in an accessible format as soon as they are completed and
should not wait until options are published or a local plan is published for
representations, so that the community are kept informed and involved. '

1.7 Shropshire Council state that an extensive evidence base has informed the
preparation on the Plan and that the evidence base can be viewed in their_Planning
Policy section. However, a number of key documents referred to in the Plan and its
Appendix 3 as informing policies have not been included in the Evidence Base
referred to and in many cases do not appear to be able to be viewed elsewhere on

the Council�031swebsite. These include:
Emerging Local Transport Plan

Public Health Strategy .
Annual Monitoring Report

West Midlands Design Charter ' -
Shropshire Tree & Woodland Strategy

Black Country Plan Evidence ' �030

Police Secured by Design . . �030
Shropshire Council Health & Well Being Strategy

Shropshire Retail Study 2020 ~

Community Led Plans

Estate Plans Prepared

Shropshire Toun'sm Economic Impact Assessment Report 201 1 (2013)
Shropshire Landscape Characterisation Assessment 2006

Village and Town Plans
Shropshire Ecological Data Network

Shropshire Environmental Network and Guidance
Provisional Local Transport Plan Strategy 201 1-2026

Thus, for example,-~in supporting its policy SP15 on Whole Estate Plans, Appendix
3 states that evidence used to inform and support this policy are "Estate Plans
prepared and in preparation"; and In supporting their proposals for taking housing
and employment overspill from the Black Country in policy SP2, the Council refer to
the emerging Black Country Plan and supporting evidence to show that housing and
employment needs there are constrained. Yet none of these plans or evidence are
available in the Council�031sEvidence Base for the public to inspect to see what is in
them to justify these policies and proposals. How can the public be expected to _

judge the soundness of policies and proposals in the Plan, when crucial parts of the
evidence quoted by the Council as informing the Pian, are unavailable for the public
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to view. This is especially important when these proposals are likely to impact on the _
need to�030releaseGreen Belt land. As wellas going to the soundness of the plan and

compliance with Government guidance, the failure to make accessible to the public �030
evidence relied on by the Council, is contrary to the legal requirement in the Gunning
case that there is suf}401cientinformation to give �030intelligentconsideration�031and that the

0 information provided must relate to the consultation and must be available and
accessible. ' _

1.8 As set out in detail in the policy sections below. there is considerable .
inconsistency in the information put out by Shropshire Council, such as on amount of
land proposed for employment for the County and Shifnal, a lack of information on
size of sites and housing densities, inaccurate infon'nation on sustainability
appraisals, inconsistency in application of methodology to Shifnal compared to other _
settlements, and double counting of assumptions used for increasing the
employment }401gurefor Shifnal from 16ha to between 39-41ha (depending on which
part of the Plan is read). These inconsistencies, lack of information and response _ '

and con}402ictof policies, result in the public not being able to give intelligent
consideration as they cannot be certain what is the correct information that they rae
being asked to comment on. It is also not possible for the public to be able to
comment on soundness when there are so many areas of the Plan that are

ambiguous in the information and particularly evidence used. �024 _

1.9 The Town Council also question the reliability of some of the evidence. The
Green Infrastructure Strategy is one of the evidence documents quoted as
supporting the Plan. However. consultants did not commence this until February

- 2020. The Town Council was consulted to provide information and comments but v '
was only given 12 working days to respond. This was inadequate for the Town
Council to be able to consult the community. fully assess existing green '

. infrastructure in the town and then to prepare a detailed and considered response

on an important infrastructure issue; and for consultants to be able to produce a
strategy for the town that would take full account of the local community�031sviews.

(iii) There is adequate time for consideration and response (there must be
suf}401cientopportunity for consultees to participate in the consultation).
1.10 it is considered that Shropshire Council has failed to comply with this
requirement in its consultations on the Draft Pre-Submission Plan and the current
Pre-Submission Plan, in that there has been inadequate time for consideration and
response.

1.11 On the Draft Pre Submission consultation, only 8 weeks was allowed and this
over the main summer holiday. This is the same as on the Preferred Scale and
Distribution conSultation and the Issues and Options consultation, neither of which

was over a holiday period. it is less than either the Preferred Sites consultation or the '
Strategic Sites consultations (9 and 10 weeks). The Strategic Sites consultation was
also only for 4 sites. The Draft Pre-Submission Plan consultation not only covered
the whole County, but also included a number of new policies (35) and ahuge
amount of evidence documents comprising in excess of 11000 pages, many of which
have not been available for the public to view before the consultation began. The
Plan itself referred to over 50 different pieces of evidence that it- says have been

._ used to prepare the Plan and many of these had a number of appendices. The
amount of information and proposals that were being consulted on, was signi}401cantly
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greater than that on any previous consultations, yet the period allowed. for
consideration and response was less than previous consultations and the same as
much �034smaller�035consultation proposals outside a holiday period.

1.12 The period allowed was also reduced by the fact that several pieces of
evidence quoted in the Plan were not put on the evidence base website at the start
of the consultation period and nearly half was not put on the evidence base at all (,
this included the Infrastructure and Implementation Plan, Economic Development
Needs Assessment, Transport Plan and Estate Plans). This is contrary to the
statement on the Councils website on this consultation that �034Anextensive evidence
base has informed the preparation on the Pre�024SubmissionDraft of the Shropshire
Local Plan. The evidence base can be viewed in our_Planning Policy section Thus

- although the Plan consultation stated that these pieces of evidence have been used
in the preparation of the Plan and its proposals, it was not possible to view a lot of
this evidence or to be able to access it without a detailed search of the Council�031s
website. This is contrary to Government advice (Planning Guidance Plan Making
paragraph 035) that documents forming part of the evidence base should be
published on the website in an accessible format as soon as they are completed and
should not wait until options are published or a local plan is published for
representations, so that the community are kept informed and involved..

1.13 The current consultation is only 7 weeks. The Council claimed that they added
a further week to the Regulation minimum of 6 weeks to cover the fact that the
consultation was over the Christmas period. It is considered that this is entirely
inadequate for such an important stage, especially taking account that the
consultation is over the Christmas period and at a time of severe Covid 19
restrictions on the ability of the public, especially those without easy connection or
use to the internet, to participate. A number of comments, including several from

County Councillors, were made to Shropshire Council�031sCabinet requesting that the
period be extended, but these comments were dismissed.

1.14 In their Statement of Community Involvement, Shropshire Council state in
paragraph 4.9 that Parish and Town Councils �035play a particularly important part in
enabling an effective }401rstpoint of contact with local communities. There is particular
value in using these local councils as a means to galvanise and express local issues
and concerns and, on a practical note, to promote consultation events in their
locality�035.Most such Councils are closed for at least 2 weeks over the Christmas
period and have to give a week�031snotice before a meeting to decide a response. As a
bare minimum in practical terms, therefore, such Councils will have less than 4

weeks to engage in meaningful communication with its own councillors let alone
seeking views from the community. Although Shropshire claim that the Plan has
been out to consultation previously, there are signi}401cantchanges in the Plan, a

number of evidence documents were not available on the previous consultation, and
the basis for consultation responses is entirely different, being based solely on '
soundness, legal and procedural issues which the general public are likely to be
unfamiliar with and need time to understand the signi}401cantdifference in this
consultation response to previous ones. Shropshire Council planning of}401cerswere
also unavailable on leave for the }401rst2 weeks of the consultation period over the
Christmas period, so that queries raised about matters relating to the consultation
process could not be answered until well into the consultation period, again
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restricting the public's ability to have access to information as required by the
Gunnino. case law; '

1.15 Gavernmeni Guidance on Plan Making ,paragrapirs}401TG-TSadvise iucai pian
making authorities of the need to review their consultation arrangements and
Statements ofCommunity Involvement to take account of Covid 19. Shrofoshire '
Councii have not reviewed their SCI; it is considered that the 7 week consultation

' period fails to take account of the restrictions on public involvement created by Covid '
19 and the current tiered controls on'movement; and so is contrarv to Government
Guidance on community involvement and Gunning principle on giving adequate time
for public consideration. One of the stated consultation means for people without
intemet access is through publicslibraries. However. the library at Shifnal was closed
for nearly 2 weeks over Christmas thus limiting the effective consultation period to . .
less than the prescribed minimum of 6 weeks in the Regulations. '

1.16 The inadequacy of the consuttation period is further evidenced by the
inconsistency in the Council�031stime periods for consultation on other public '
consultations it has or is currently carrying out. These include a 12 week consultation

�030 periOd on a revised Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) which is only 27 _
pages long; 8 weeks for a 22 page Community and Rural Strategy; and 12 weeks for
a 33 page Cultural Strategy. it is considered that this inconsistency is further
evidence that this consultation is legally unsustainable. 7

(iv) �030Conscientiousconsidera}401on�031must be given to the consultation responses
before a decision is made (decision-makers should be able to provide
evidence that they took consultation responses into account)-
1.17 His not considered thatevidenbe- has been submitted to show that oonsuitation
responses have been taken into account and why decisions have been taken .
contrary to those responses. As well as this case law, Shropshire Council�031sown .
Statement of Community Involvement Paragraph 4.15 states that "...it is equally '
important to show how the public's views have been incorporated into the plan
making process�035. «

1.18 The Consultation Plan paragraph 2.1 states that the Council has prepared a�030
detailed summary of issues raised under each consultation. However, the summary
of the Strategic Sites consultation failed to include most of the detailed objections the ,
Town Council raised. It just said that there was concern over the release of Green
Belt but failed to detail the supporting reasons given by objectors to justify that
�031concem.

1.19 The Town Council and other objectors have raised detailed objections to many
aspects of the proposals at the Preferred Sites, Strategic Sites and Draft Pre
Submission Plan consultation stages as set out in the Policy section comments ,
below. However, the Plan has in nearly all respects remain unchanged yet at no
time has the Council explained how it has taken these detailed objections into
account, why it has concluded not to consider reasonable attematives put fomard to
support those objections and why it has decided to proceed with its original
proposals without change.

1.20 As most of the objections relate to the release of Green Belt, this failure to ,
respond to objections and altemat'wes put fonNard is also contrary to national policy
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on release of Green Belt land. Paragraph 137 of the NPPF states that the �034strategic
policy-makingauthority should be able. to. demonstrate that it has examined fully all .
other reasonable options�035before concluding that exceptional circumstances exist to
remove land from the Green Belt. Shropshire Council have simply proposed the

�031 removal of land without }401rstly,putting fonNard any evidence to show that they have
fully examined alternative options suggested by objectors and why those alternatives
have been discarded, and secondly, have continually put fon/vard their own proposed
allocations for removing land without showing that they examined the detailed
objections raised in previous consultations to those allocations and why they have
dismissed those objections. _

(c) Website Information not ug to date
1.21 Particularly having regard to the restrictions of Covid�02419on the ability of the
public to engage in the Review, maintaining an up-to-date website and documents is
essential for the public to know the latest position on the process. In February 2020,
Shropshire Council decided to extend the period of the Review from 2036 to 2038.
However, up until the Draft Pre-Submission Plan in late July, the website still referred
to the period as 2016-36. No explanation was given on the website for the change
and the Draft PSP consultation simply stated the new end date without clarifying that
this had changed from the previous consultations. Further examples are given below
under Local Development Scheme and Annual Monitoring Report.

1d) Local Development Scheme
1.22 Shropshire Council have failed to comply with Government guidance on
keeping the public informed on the timetable of the Plan. Government guidance on
Plan Making paragraph 003 states that the Local Development Scheme must be
made available publicly and kept up-to-date. It says it is important that local
communities and interested parties can keep track of progress and that local
planning authorities should publish their Local Development Scheme on their

website. It goes on that up-to-date and accessible reporting on the Local
Development Scheme in an Authority�031sMonitoring Report is also an important way in
which authorities can keep communities informed of plan making activity. Paragraph
035 again states that the timetable on preparing the Plan �034must�035be kept up-to�024date.|t
states that the scheme may need updating more frequently than annually if there are

signi}401cantchanges in timescales.

1.23 At the Cabinet meeting in February 2020, it was stated that the LDS will be
amended in view of the change in timetable approved at that meeting. A further
change to the timetable was agreed at Cabinet in May 2020. At the Cabinet meeting
in July 2020, further changes were made to the timescale, and it was again stated
that the LDS will be revised to capture this change. Yet since February 2020 and
checked on the Council�031swebsite on 15�030�034December, the LDS available for the
public to view on their website is June 2019. This still stated that submission to the
Secretary of State will be June 2020. Up until the middle of July, the Local Plan
Review website said that �034thespeci}401ctimescales for the partial review of the local
plan are documented within the Local Development Scheme". In view of the
decisions taken in February and May, this was clearly incorrect and misleading to the
public. The fact that the LDS was not regularly updated despite the significant
changes made during 2020, was contrary to Government policy and misleading to
the public. This was especially important in view of Covid restrictions on the public�031s
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access te- information where the public were more iikeiy to reiy on the Councii�030s
website_for.up-to-date informatiOn on the progressof the local planprooe�030ss..

. jet Statement of�030Communiy' involvement
- ' '1�030.24 Government Guidance on Plan iviaking paragraph 071�031states =Local planning

- authorities must review their Statements of Community lnvolvement every 5 years
from the adoption date. It is important that Statements ofCommunity involvement
are kept up�024to�024dateto ensure effective community invoivement at aii stages of the
planning process. Therefore, a Iocal'planning authorityshould regularly review and
update their Statement of Community Involvement to re}402ectany changes to
engagement.�035The Council�031sStatement of Community invoivement (SCi) has not
been updated since 2011 to take account of changes in the process of local plan
making since then (a report to Cabinet 'on 7th September refers to a review in 2014
and that the SCI was approved then - however, the website only refers to the SCl
approved on 24th February 2011 and this is the only version that is on the website ).
The Council has failed, therefore, to comply with Government guidance on updating
its SCl to take acoount�030ofchanges since then, including greater use of electronic
communication and social media, especially to acoesshard to reach groups.

1.25 In May the Government issued guidance on the need for local planning
authorities to review and update their Statements of Community involvement to take
account of the restrictions imposed on effective public engagement from Covid-19 ,
(Government Guidance on Plan Making paragraphs 76-79). The guidance suggested
various proposals for authorities to consider, including using online engagement to
its full potential, and that authorities will need to take reasonable steps to ensure
sections of the community that don�031thave internet access are involved and consider
alternative and creative ways to achieve this. The Council has not'updated its SCI
since 2011 and has not amended it to take'aocount of the updated advice in May. It -
has not shown, therefore, that it has published an updated community involvement
plan for this consultation that complies with Government advice on enabling effective
engagement in the process for all sectors of the public under the current Covid-19
restrictions. ' ' .

1!) Non Comgliance Statement of Community Involvement
1.26 As well as not updating their SCl as required, Shropshire Council have also
failed to comply with its published SCl in the following respects:

. Paragraph 2.3 Community involvement should be viewed as a means to
- ensure an effective and meaningful dialogue with communities and

organisations on a range of locally relevant issues. The Town Council and
local community have submitted detailed comments on locally relevant issues
at each consultation stage, but Shropshire Council have failed to respond to �030
those concerns showing how they have taken these views into account and
why they have not accepted them. 'This does not constitute effective or

�030 meaningful or a dialogue as the community involvement has been one way.
. 0 Paragraph 2.5 - Provide information on how people's views�030havebeen

handled, including reporting back to communities on a regular basis through
agreed means. The local community has submitted objections on each
consultation stage, supporting these concerns with detailed supporting and ,
technical evidence and proposing appropriate alternatives. Shropshire Council
has changed very little in the Plan in subsequent consultations but has failed
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t: :rt'xid': informaticr: to substantiate :h, it disagreed With the technice!
objections put forward.

. Paragraph 4.9 - the involvement of some key-groups have been identi}401ed'as
central in the centinued development of Shropshire�031eLDF, inc!uding: Perish
and Town Councils �024'theseplay a particuiany important part in enabling an
effective �030}401rstpoint of contact�031with local communities. There is particular
Ilahlo in uoinn Manon Inna! nnnnru'lo go o mcano In nglunnioo anrl nvnroce Inna]M..- w..., w--. NW.�024..www w u �035WW...w �035wmmww... wwww .wu.
issues and concerns and, on a practical note, to promote consultation events
in their locality. The Town Council has consulted the local community on each
consultation and its objections reflect the tcca! community�031sviews on loca!
issues and concerns. In not responding to the Town Council�031sconcerns,
Shropshire Council have failed to support the �034particularvalue�035they placeon

this involvement in the SCI. 2
. Paragraph 4.15 Whilst it is crucial to consult and involve a wide range of

people in a plan�031spreparation it is equally important to show how the public�031s
views have been incorporated into the plan making process. As well as
meeting national requirements, the council will use additional ways to report
on the }401ndingsof community involvement and how this has in}402uencedplan
development. These will include: regular LDF updates throughout the pre-
submission stages; where workshops or other community events are used,

produce and publish �030eventsummaries�031on the website. Shropshire Council
have not responded to objections raised by the Town Council and local '
community so have failed to show how these views have been used in the
process; have not regularly updated the LDF or their website to re}402ectthe
change in end date of the Plan or changes in the Plan timetable; and did not
produce and publish event summaries on their website following public
meetings they held at Shifnal on the Preferred Sites consultation and at
Albrighton on the Strategic Sites consultation.

0 Paragraph 6.4 - the SCI must remain suf}401cientlyflexible in order to respond to .
new ways of engaging the public in planning issues, and therefore the _
document�031simplementation will be monitored. the Council is committed to
reviewing its progress and responding, where necessary, to signi}401cantissues.
Government guidance issued in May 2020 asked Councils to update their
SCIs and community involvement process to re}402ectCovid restrictions. The
Council failed to update their SCI or signi}401cantlyamend their consultation
process or consultation periods to allow for the dif}401cultiesimposed on Town
Councils and the public on fully engaging in the process under Covid

. restrictions. -
. Paragraph 6.5 - it is anticipated that revisions to the SCI could be made in

response to the following issues: New methods for informing and involving the
public, such as changes to technology or responding to emerging best
practice. As stated above, the Council failed to amend the SCI to re}402ect
emerging best practice set out in revised Government guidance. Also, Table
4.2 in the SCI on methods of informing the community includes �034regularLDF
e-mail updates, a series of short regular updates used to inform the public on
news and progress on emerging planning documents�035and that these will be
distributed to local libraries. As far as the Town Council is aware, no such
updated have been published or sent out to local libraries. The SCI also' says
that the Council will respond to the emerging practices of locality working by
the council and in paragraph 4.9 states that one of key groups identi}401edfor ,
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�030 consultationsare Local Joint Committees (LJC). However, the�030LJCfor Shifnal
. had no meetings since 2017 and was later closed down. The Council failed to

. , respond to this emerging practice of locality working and to show what _
�030 ' alternatives it was proposing as an alternative to the removal of what it

claimed was a �034key�035consultation group. -

1g) Annual Monitoring Regort
' 1.27 Shropshire Council have quoted their Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) as �030part

of their evidence base behind the preparation of the Plan. However, the AMR has
not been updated since March 2018 and only covered the period 2016/17.

' Government Guidance on Plan Making paragraph 073 states that AMRs must
publish information at least annually that shows progress with local plan preparation,
reports any activity relating to the duty to oo-operate, any information which relates
to indicators in the plan and any pclicies which are not being implemented. This
shows the importance of an updated AMR during the local plan preparation in
keeping the public updated on these issues. The failure to update the plan is
prejudicial to the public�031sinvolvement in the Plan process and by being out of date is
contrary to the Gunning legal principle that that there must be suf}401cientinformation
to give intelligent consideration. The public cannot be expected to be able to give
such consideration when an important part of the evidence basis for the Plan. relies ~
on outdated information. ,

1.28 The Local Development Scheme June 2019 which was the most updated one
on the Council�031swebsite on 15th December 2020, stated that the Council will monitor
annually how effective its policies and- proposals are. It says that the task of
monitoring and producing the AMR will in effect become part of the process of
maintaining an up�024to-date-evidencebase and tracking the plan making. progress. It �030
states that the latest AMR covers the }401nancialyear 2016/17 was published in March
2018 and that the Council is currently preparing a new AMR covering the period

' 2017/18 and expects to publish it later in 2019. Despite this statement in the LDS, no
such update occurred in 2019.

1.29 At Cabinet on- 7�030�034December 2020 which approved the Pre-Submission Plan for -
consultation, a .revised LDS was also approved. The revised LDS in Appendix 3 of
the Cabinet report still included the same reference that the AMR would be updated
solely for the, period 2017/18 and that �034itexpects to publish this later in 2019". How
can the public accept the soundness and legality of a Plan when the Council is not _
only relying on out of date data but is still saying in December 2020 that the AMR
will be published in 2019. (It is noteworthy that it was not until the revised December
2020 LDS approved by Cabinet on 7�030hDecember was eventually added to the
website after 15*" December 2020 just before the consultation. period on the Pre
Submission Plan, that the reference to publishing an updated AMR later in 2019 was
revised to �034early2021). a -

(h) Statement of Common Ground �030
1.30 Shropshire Council have not complied with Government policy on the
submission of Statement of Common Ground. National Planning Policy Framework .
paragraph 27 says that such Statements should �034bemade publicly available .
throughout the plan-making process to provide transparency�035.This is reiterated in
Government guidance on Plan Making paragraph 009 which also says that such
Statements should be maintained and updated �034throughoutthe plan making
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process�035.Paragraph 012 details the information a statement of common ground is
expected to contain about the distribution of identi}401eddevelopment needs. One of
the tests of soundness is that a Plan must be �034effective�035and that cross boundary
matters dealt with are evidenced by the statement of common ground. This has not
been complied with and so the Plan is unsound.

1.31 At the Draft Pre-Submission PIan, Shropshire Council added a new proposal to
. include 1500 houses of overspill from the Black Country within its own Plan�031soverall

housing }401gures.No Statement of Common Ground was submitted with the
consultation to explain the reason for this late inclusion of such a signi}401cant
additional housing element, to enable the public to be able to intelligently comment
as required by the Gunning legal principles. VWthout the Statement, there was no
information on identi}401edneeds as required by paragraph 012 of the Plan Making
guidance for the public to understand the reasoning for this change �024in particular, as
required by that paragraph, there was no information given on the capacity within the
Black Country authorities to meet their own identi}401edneeds; or evidence to
substantiate the extent of any unmet need within those authorities; and no details
about the extent to which these unmet needs were capable of being redistributed
within the wider area.

1.32 As required by the NPPF, the Statement should be provided �034throughout�035the -
preparation of the plan not at the end. The failure to provide a Statement of Common
Ground. or to provide this information at the Draft Pre Submission plan consultation
when the inclusion of overspill Black Country housing was }401rstproposed, was
contrary to Government policy and guidance and contrary to the Gunning legal
requirement that a consultation must include suf}401cientinformation for consultees to
be able to give intelligent consideration to the consultation and be able to make an
informed response.

1.33 No Statement of Common Ground has been submitted with the present
consultation on the Pre-Submission Plan. This is despite the Council now adding a
further 30ha of employment land as Black Country overspill to the 1500 houses
proposed on the previous consultation. This again shows that the process is legally
}402awedand contrary to national policy.

2. Po}401cies

A. Policy SP2 -�030Unsound
A1. Shropshire Housing Total
1.1 it is considered that Shropshire Councii have faiied to justify that the the high
housing growth }401gureproposed and the proposed addition of 1500 houses to meet
Black Country needs are sustainable. Settlements are already having dif}401cultyin
ensuring that infrastructure is being developed at a level and timescale to support
permitted and completed development. This is contrary to several of Shropshire
Council�031sStrategic Objectives requiring sustainable development and communities.
There shouid be a pre-requisite for settiements to be abie to deveiop their
infrastructure to meet existing needs before further growth is permitted. A moderate
level of growth is more likely to meet this objective and ensure that communities can
develop in a sustainable way in the future. .
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1.2 The tong. �034Lem!effects of Covid are�030unCertainand the iocai pian wiii be reviewed
long before 2038- it iseonsideredthat toreduce unnecessary pressure on green}401eld -

' ' am: 9239�034.bait amt ensure infrastructure can keep up with growth to meet '
sustainable communities strategic objectives, a cautious approach should be taken
on this'review. and a moderate growth }401gureadopted.

. 1.3 Shropshire Counciihave�024failedto demonstrate how the increased provisionof
housing above need, will lead to more affordable housing or how employment will
actually be developed to meet the housing growth. Past employment take-up in-the

. County, together with the impact of Covid on the economic sector suggest that
Shropshire are being overly optimistic in expecting employment and infrastructure to
be developed at the same rate as housing to ensure sustainable development.

1 1.4 By proposing a signi}401cantly-higherhousing }401gurethan thatrequired to meet the

stated need for Shropshire, this will place considerable strain on the County's ability
to meet national 5 year land supply and housingdelivery targets, leading to pressure
for the future release of unallocated land. Shifnal has already experienced this

problem by having unplanned permissions granted for a 40% increase in the town
solely to meet a failure by Shropshire Council to meet these national requirements.
This has led to safeguarded land being removed from the Green Belt solely to meet '
future local plan requirements and-being developed for unplanned housing, requiring
even�030more Green Belt land to be removed for future requirements. Proposing such a -
high housing growth }401gurewould be likely to lead to a similar scenario in the future.

15 The addition of 1500 houses to meet a migrant need from the Black Country
would further exacerbate this problem. National Planning Policy Framework
paragraph 35(a) states that to be sound, any unmet need from neighbouring areas

should only be accommodated where it is practical to do so and is obnsistent with '
achieving sustainable development . Shropshire Council have simply stated that they

are accepting an additional 1500 houses on top of an already excessive housing '
}401gureabove need. They have not provided any evidence to justify how this }401gure
was arrived at, nor how it assessed whether suCh housing could be accommodated

to meet its sustainable communities objectives. By failing to give any details on how
and where'this housing will be accommodated, Shropshire Council have failed to
demonstrate that it is practical for the County to absorb such a large increase and

- thatthe housing can be provided whilst still achieving sustainable development and

protection of Green Belt. Their proposal is, therefore, unsound as being contrary to
NPPF. .

1.6 There is no evidenoeon the Council's Evidence Base showing that a detailed
analysis has been carried out by the Black Country to fully assess the availability of
land within the Black Country to meet its own needs. This is especially so in view of
recent Government announcements stressing the need to fully utilise brown}401eldsites '
in urban locations and to protect Green Belt. Indeed, the Government has also

�031recently provided signi}401cant}401nancialhelp to the West Midlands for this purpose. The
Plan in policy SP2 refers to an emerging Black Country Plan and supporting

evidence showing housing constraints, but none of this evidence is on the Council�031s �030
website for the public to properly assess this proposal.

1.7 The Green Belt Exceptional Circumstances Statement speci}401callystates that
Shifnal will play a key role in meeting this need. This is contrary to Green Belt policy
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"as itwiii'require the removal �030ofGreer": Belt not to meet essential Shifnal needs and .
whenho�030alternative 'locatidns have been considered. Shropshire Council have Stated '
that-�030Shifnalhas �030infr�030astmcturede}401CEenbies�031t�030ohi'eetalready apprbved .h'bb'sing�030and�034is
acommuter town. �030ltalso reeogniSe's-thé desired reSidentS�030inthe town'for it to retain
its Viilage Character. The addition of unmet migrant needfrom the Black�030Cpuntry
wO'uld-cbnstitute utStainable"development and an unsustainable community, so

V failing to meet-thepositively'preparedz�030sbyndnesstest, and c'ont'rary-to i'egal
' ' reqUirements that proposals in.tite.Pian"shobld 'haVe been subject to sustainabiiity '

' appraisal and. that the Plan shouldeontribute ta sustainable development.

Shrob'shir'e"CO�031Unciii�030havenot shown that it is' pradtibai to take thishousing from
neighbouring areas nor�030thatit is_consi3te'nt�030\lliithachieving sustainabie deveiopment,
so failing to Show that the Plan is �034positively'prepared�035and sound; _ -

-1._8'Telfo'rd;isthe 'Iarges'tsettlernent in eaSt'ShrOpshire ful}401llingthe strategic" role in
thisar�031e�031a.�030it" is not in the Green Beit and _' itspopuiation is _weii be�030iowthat planned for it
�030When_4_itwas'_designated as a �030NewTQWnL' If it can be proved�031that�030the're'is a; heed. for
this Black Country'hous'ing to be met'tov the west" Of the West Midla�031nds,}the,nTelfotd.
woui'd' be a farbettefplannihQ iocation than a smaii 'settiement�030iike Shifnai and the�034i:
c0nseqUentiaHo's's'of Gteer'i�031Belt.As�030reguire�030dby national Green Belt policy, I "
Shropshire Council ha'Ve failed to cbtiSider�030a'rea�030sonablealternative to the meeting of
this aiieged unmet needie'fOre'fin effect ioqking �030to'Green Belt around Shifnai.iTnlis 'is
also contrary to the NPPF SoUndne'ss teSt'réqui}401ngPlans tofbe �034justi}401ed"as
reasonabie aitematives have not been considered and no proportionate evidence
has'b�031eehmade available'to the pablic�030tobase such a proposal on. ,

A2: ShropshirevEmployme'nt Total �030 ' , f _ �030 �030 ' _ _
2.1 There are wide variations in the emptoyment }401gureproposedfor the County ' _
between different documents or parts 00f the'lPlan. As�030thearnOUnt'bf'employmentland
required and allocated affects the�031amount bf'green}401�030eld'and particmarly Green Belt
that wiii be required t9 be reieased, setting an accurate and consistent }401gureis
essential if thePlan�030isto? be considered Sound and legally compliant. .. _

2.2 The Plan'states that around 300ha isipro'posed.�030However, the employment land�030

aiiocations for each settiement set out in the Settiement' Poiiciess1321�030.totai 376ha,
whilst Appendix 6' on Employment Land Supply states that the 'sttategic'employment
land Zsupply will be 414ha. There is mus,_nearly a 40% difference in employmentland
proposed within the Plan. lnqeed, paragraph 3.20 �035also,states that Appendix'6 "
�034previdesinformation an thele'm�031plpymentcompletions achieved since'th'e' startof the
Local Plan period and .the�031vajriquscommitmentsjancmding allocations) available,
which will"Contnbute tevliarcts~ achieving the. identi}401ed.employment land requirement". '
No reasoning is given asto�030howif Appendix 6 Contributes to the employment land
requirement and totals 414m, the employment _land }401gurein the Plan is stated at
300ha. . _ . ' .- _ �035' _ _ '

2.3 A further discrepancy is that.the_.._employment land supply }401guresfail to take into
�031ac'count�030empioymentipropq'sedin the'Plan tot RAFfCosford (Aviation Academy, 1500 .

. additional military petsonnel; new_air ambulancedevelopment). This additional area

means that the actual employment land }401gure.probosed is well over 50% more than
t_hexf300ha }401gUréquoted. ' ' ' " ' 4 _" . j ' ' . ' _ , ' _ '
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2.4 No explanation is given for these wide variations. Allocation of employment land
to settlements and justi}401cationof release of Green Belt iand for empioyment iand
allocations, cannot be justi}401abtycarried out when there ts such a divergence of totat
employment land required to be met. The Plan cannot meet the tests of soundness
when within the Pian itseif= there is no consistency in the amount of empioyment iand
proposed for the County over the Ptah period.

_ ~ 2.5 This inconsistency in the amount of employment land required is further �030
exacerbated by the inciusion in the Pre-Submission Plan of 30ha of employment
tand to meet an aiteged unmet need from the Btack Country which was hot inctuded-
in previous consultation plans. However, the total allocation of 300ha for the County
remains the same. In paragraph 3.17 of policy SP2, it is stated that the 300ha is

�030 considered suf}401cientto deliver enough jobs to achieve a sustainabte baiance with
the housing requirement. However, previously the Council stated that the 300 ha
was required to meet the housing requirements of the County without the inclusion of
30 ha from the Biack Country. Now that they are proposing 30ha of that 300ha to

. meet non-County needs, it means that only 270ha is now required to meet the
County�031sown employment needs. This contradicts their- previous justi}401cationsthat
the 300ha is required to achieve a balanced and sustainable development matching
housing to employment needs. This further indicates that the Plan is unsound as the
basis for the employment totals is unjusti}401edand the total unclear.

2.6 One of the main evidence documents to justify employment land and economic
policies is stated to be the Council�031sEconomic Growth Strategy 2017-21. This
Strategy will be out of date before the Plan is adopted and fails to consider the long
term economic situation up to 2038. It is considered unjusti}401ableand unsound to rely
on such a short term Strategy for all employment related matters on a Plan that will
run for 17 years after the end of the Strategy.

2.7 There is no recognition in the Plan of the huge impact that Covid-19 is and will be
having on the national and local economy. This is likely to signi}401cantlyaffect the
economic aspirations and implementation of economic proposals in the Plan,
suggesting that a much more realistic and conservative estimate of employment land
requirements should be undertaken, with a view to the next Plan Review reassessing
the economic situation when the full effects of Covid-19 can be assessed. OthenNise,
there is a high likelihood that employment will not keep up with the high housing
}401gureproposed and so balanced growth will not occur nor will sustainabie
development be achieved, conflicting with Policy SP4 in the Plan. Or that if allocated
employment land is not developed, it would come under pressure to be re-used for
housing adversely affecting sustainability objectives. The failure to consider the
impact of such a major economic factor on the sustainabiiity and deliverability of the
Plan and its proposals is considered to again make the Plan unsound.

2.8 There also appears to be an inconsistency in comments made by Shropshire
Council in a meeting with the Town Council, on the relation between housing and
employment }401guresand the objective of balanced growth. Aithough not clari}401edin
the Plan, Shropshire Council said that the 1500 houses from the Black Country
unmet need were incorporated into the Shropshire housing }401gure,not added on as
extra housing. The increase in housing in this plan to 30800 from the previousiy
proposed 28750 was stated to be due to the increase in Plan period from 2036 to
2038. It was also said that the employment land supply }401gurefor the County was
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related to the housing }401gureto achieve balanced growthbased on a formulaic
model. However, the employment land }401gureis the same in this Plan as on the
previous consultations. Whilst Shropshire Council. say the newhousing }401gureis
solely related to the extra 2 year period of-the Plan, they have not similarly amended
the employment }401gurefor the extra time period and amended housing (and this was
before they included the 30ha of Black Country overspill within the 300ha }401gure).
This questions, therefore, the justi}401cationput fonNard for the employment land

' supply total. _ '

B. Policy S15 �024Shifnal �024Unsound �030 _

B1.~ Shifnal Housing ,
1.1 The amount of windfall housing, proposed is unsustainable: the proposed windfall
allowance would constitute nearly 30% of the total additional housing proposed.
There is limited scope for such housing within the development boundary which
would then place great pressure to allow signi}401cantexception housing on
Safeguarded Land and Green Belt areas, contrary to national and Neighbourhood
Plan policies. There should be less uncertainty as to the means of providing the
required housing guideline }401guresand to where such housing should be located.
The local community should be given more certainty as to how additional housing
requirements proposed for the town will be met.

1.2 National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 70 states �034wherean allowance
is to be made for windfall sites as part of anticipated supply, there should be
compeiling evidence that they will provide a reliable source of supply. Any allowance
should be realistic having regard to the strategic housing land availability
assessment, hiStoric windfall delivery rates and expected future trends". Shropshire
have provided no evidence under any of these categories to justify its windfall
allowance for the town, contrary to national policy and so the Plan is unsound as not
being consistent with national policy as required by the NPPF. The Town Council
has also on previous consultations drawn attention to this point, but Shropshire
Council have failed to respond as required under the Gunning case law and their
own Statement of Community Involvement. ,

1.3 Because of the impact of allocated housing sites on the release of Safeguarded
Land and Green Belt land to meet proposed and future housing, it is essential that
the amount of housing that such sites will provide is based on unambiguous }401gures
relating to area and density. National Green Belt policy requires exceptional

' circumstances-for the release of Green Belt land and full consideration to alternative
sites. This is not possible if there is uncertainty and discrepancy in such }401gures.
There is considerable disparity on the size of allocated housing sites and housing
densities proposed between various-documents upon which the Plan is based.

1.4 Unfortunately, the Plan does not provide information on the size of the three
allocated housing sites (and hence the densities required), although'this information
was shown on the Preferred Sites consultation. No reason is given for this essential
information not being included in the subsequent Draft Pre Submission Plan or the
current Plan. Information was subsequently obtained for the Town Council from a
Planning Of}401ceron the Draft Pre-Submission Plan the }401guresquoted below for the
current Plan, are those provided by the Of}401cer.However, this information has not
been made publicly available by Shropshire Council. This is considered to be -
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contrary to the Gunning-cas�031elaw requirement that there should be suf}401cient .
informationmade available fOr the public to give intetligent.consideration. The fact
that such a crucial piece of information on the size and density of proposed housing
sites. has not been made publicly available so that an informedresponse can be: �030
made by the public. is considered to make�030thePlan legally }402awed.

1.5 Housing Site SHFOZZIptOZS. Stated to be 5.3ha at a density of 18.8dwglha on
"Plan. But on the Preferred Site (PS) mnsnltatin}401this wag gnid tn ha a Rha 2+ 9 -
density of 28.57dwglha. The Planning Of}401cersaid that the difference was related to

- gross not net area, but there was no explanation of this in the Plan or indeed the PS .
consuttation. The latter clearlv showed the same allocated site and there mac
nothing in the PS plan to state that this was a net area only The public are entitled to
see all relevant evidence detailed in the consultation. A further inconsistency is found
in the Green Infrastructure Strategy for Shifnal (part ofthe evidence base) which .

. gives the site area as 4hai

1.6 Housing Site SHFO13. Stated�030tobe 2.6ha at a density of 24.7dwglha. However,
the site area on the Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA) is given as 3.87

' ha. The-density of housing on allocated sites on the PS for Shifnal was
28.57dwg/ha. No reason has been given why a different density is now proposed for
this site. At the PS proposed density, this would give a�030totalhousing provision for the
site as�03174.on the Of}401cer�031sstated 2.6ha and 111 based on the SLAA area stated for
the site being made available (compared to 65 stated in the Plant. '

1.7 Housing Site SHFO15/029. Stated to be 3.3ha at a density of 19.8dwglha. These
sites are shown on SLAA with a site area available of 3.84ha. (the Green
infrastructure Strategy says 4ha). Again no reason is given why the proposed
density is different to that proposed onthe PS. At the previous PS proposed density,
the site would provide 94 houses on the Of}401cersstated 3.3ha and 1 10 houses on -

' the SLAA area stated for the sites being made available (compared to 65 stated).

1.8 Based on PS densities and SLAA site. areas (even if accepting the net area. of . .
site-0221023) the three sites would provide 321- houses. To meet the required
additional housing need of 322 houses, therefore, and assuming a smaller windfall
allowance), less land would need to be allocated for housing and hence less land
removed from Safeauarded Lanlreen Belt

1.9' Shropshire Council have not explained why the densities proposed are different
to those proposed on the PS consultation. nor indeed how thev came un with the
proposed densities. Government policy as set out in NPPF paragraph 123(a) seeks
tomaximise use of land by increasing densities on land and 30 dwa/ha is an often'
used average. At such a }401gure,the three sites could provide 336' houses, ie in -
excess of the required housing. . '

1.10 As the amount of allocated land for housing impacts on the removal of
Safeguarding Land and hence the need to release more land fmm the (2mm Ralf ac
compensatory Safeguarding Land, it is essential that the size of allocated sites and
density of housing proposed is clear and unambiguous. so that the minimum amount
of land is used to meet the required totai housing }401gure.The failute to ptevtde this
information is contrary to case law and inconsistent with national policy and s3
nnsnl ind ~ �030 .
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1.11 On the Preferred Scale and Distribution consultation, the Town Council
commented that the town needs to assimilate the current high housing growth and
for infrastructure development to catch up. It requested any additional housing
should be speci}401callyphased for the post 2026 period. However, no such phasing is
proposed, and indeed the proposed delivery timetable is for housing before then.
SP7 of the Plan paragraph 3.51 states that to ensure there are no unnecessary
barriers to development, the Local Plan only seeks to apply phasing to site
allocations where this is linked to a speci}401cinfrastructure constraint. Both the Shifnal
section of the Preferred Scale and Distribution consultation and the Place Plan
(included as part of the evidence base for the Plan), refer to infrastructure constraints
in the t0wn. Shropshire Council have not proposed any phasing of the allocated
sites, yet have given no reason why their own statement in policy SP7 does not
apply here and Why the evidence in the earlier consultation, Place Plan and the
Town Council�031scomments, were not considered suf}401cientto justify phasing in accord
with policy SP7. This failure to justify their delivery timetable is considered to be
contrary to the Gunning case law requiring decision makers to provide evidence that
they took consultation responses into account and the Council�031sStatement of
Community Involvement that they will provide information on how people�031sviews - .
have been handled. . . . _ _ _ _

82. Shifnal Employment
B2.1 Emgyloment Land Figure
2.1 There is inconsistency and discrepancies in the stated land required and .
allooated site area. As Green Belt land is proposed to be removed for such
allocation, it is essential that it is made clear the precise amount of land required so
that the minimum amount of Green Belt is lost.

2.2 The Plan says that some 41 ha of land is required, comprising 2ha of existing
allocated land and 39ha on one proposed site. However, Appendix 6 says that the
strategic employment land supply for Shifnal is 43.4ha with 2.6ha completed and
committed. Thus on this basis, on the Plan�031sstated requirement of 41 ha, with 2ha

. already allocated and 2.6ha compietedlcommitted, there would only be a" need for a
new allocation of 36.4ha and not 39ha as proposed. . '

2.3 The Preferred Site (PS) consultation paragraph 3.2 stated that the proposed
employment guideline }401gurewas 40ha requiring a new provision of 38ha. No
justi}401cationhas been given for the additional 1ha now proposed

2.4 On the }401guresstated on the PS and current Plan, there is, therefore, a wide
variation of between 40ha and 43.4ha as the employment land guideline }401gurefor
Shifnal, and a variation of between 36.4ha and 40ha on the additional land required.
There is yet a further variation, as the Employment Land Review 2019 (which is
quoted as one of the evidence documents used to prepare the Plan), states in Table
10.1 that 38ha is to be allocated. �030 -

2.5 Similarly, there is a variation in the stated size of the allocated site. The PS
consultation said the site was 40ha (15ha net), whereas the current Plan says the '
site is 39ha (net 15.6ha). Thus the current Plan is stating a higher net }401gureon a
smaller site area. However, paragraph 5.212 of the Plan states that the additional
land is 40ha (net 16ha) ie. 1ha more of net development than the 40ha stated on PS.
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Shropshire Councii�031sinvest in Shreashtre Brechure (en their website) euhtictstng
investment opportunity sites in the County . inciudes t�030neprdpoSed aiiocated site as
being 38ha. Ne ciarmcation or justi}401cationis given for thesevartattehe. This is a

' signi}401cantdiscrepancy-wheh seeking ta minimise toes of Green Bait in accordance
wnt'n natuon�030aipoiicy. 'Pubilc comments on prevxous consuitatlons have referred to.
these inconsistencies, but Shropshire'Ceuhctt have tattea' to either cerrect these ' ,
inconsistencies or con}401rmwhat are the cerrect }401gures,so aceth they have taited to '
compiy with Gunning case iaw on providing informaticn to them pubiic and unsoUnd
in not being ahte to Show that the }401guresbeing used to reteaee' tend from the Green

Bett are based on sound evidence. " - - �030 ' .

2.6 it is atee Considered that the proposed empteymeht'iand aiiccattch }401gure{he it
'10 in": he 4i". hn�030|ic nnenuhd ann�030nni inc�031ri}401a}401nn then nu'in'nnna }401ni'nn Drefnrrnri Qcaln
UV. "1�030:VI IT I 2:�034:Iv �030f'|V\:ul::1 I it. I IVE. JUUBII VT ill I I: IV V V lutil' 'W-l UI-l ,ll :r�031l Ir VI I 9!: U l�030�024

and UISUKJUUOH.CO}402SUlIaUOn.me QFOQOSEG employment Iana gutueune }401gureTO!"

_ Shifnai was't}401ha{Zha existing atiocattcn, 'tztha new). it Stated that �035therefore,a

minimum of tithe ct additionat emhteyment tahe' wttt heed te be identi}401edto achieve
the preferred ievei of empioyment deveiopment in the town". At a meeting between
the Councit and Town Ceuncit th March 28-18, the Counctt stated that the "proposed.
atiocatten was teha et addttteha! empteymeht tend. Eh ane�024mat!hem e alanniha '

' poiicy of}401cerin Juiy 2378, it was Stated that �034wehave identi}401edfor.t,em:nioyment ,
ianc�030...wit? require approximatetyh. provision for tdha �030otadditionai emptoyment '
:and�035. u _

2.?" Shropshire Ccuncit, therefore, cehttnuatty advised the Town Counctt that a totat

cf 16ha {14ha additiehat} was proposed, but then changed this te 40ha en the
Preferred Sites consuitationg which has new increased again to fritta on'the current

Plan. This is a signi}401cant(heariy té}401�030i'h}increase and toes of Green Bett it is hot
_ nnncidororl Hunt thnrn i: an" ranenn fnr i}401icthat nut} bn cunnnrtnrl h" the euiiinnno I '

WI IUI VI UU lulll-IL $3 luvs: I�034I�030ll:lvuvvll I�030llM Iv \l IUL WI �0300HHFPUI I-Uu H: tl IV vuuvu IW-

2.8 Shropshire Councti say there are tocat circumstances for this suddenchahge
from 16ha to the. These are stated as }401re}402ybeing that empteyment deveiepment in
Shrehshite is deveteped atéQ�030E/e9t. tetat tend area such that tithe Witt de}402ate:téha of
buiit devetcpment. However, as Shropshire Ceuncii state in paragraph 5.212 of
settlement aettcy St 5 (�034Thisasehatien is based 9:: two key assumphcns about
empioyment devetqhment in Shmhshiie that emhietlment tend is deveigged it:
}401nished}402oorspaceat 49% of the total tend area �0303,this is a Shropshtre, hot Shithai -

. speci}401cpercentage. vet the Ceuncit are ehty apetvihg it te Shtfha! �024he explanation is
given. far this inceheéetehey tn aeh}401cattentQt mete imeettance,. hewegetf ie that the
40% has aiready been applied to the totai empioyment guideiihe }401gureproposed for
Shreeehtre in eettcv SP2. This is made clear in the Preferred Scate and Dtst}401button

consultatéeh Mment.�030Aeeeh-t}401x2 9.2.13 states that. �034[he gmss land. area. far this
deveiopmeht was then determined on the basis that the normai huiit}401oorspacefor
Shmpshire is 40% cf the teta! site area (or the total site area is nonnattv 2.5 times
larger then the }401eershecesteel; as shewn in Table 6, [his methed is ates apatied t0
the Baseiine Growth Scena}401oto identify the comparative empioyment land area
needed to satish/ cunent demand in the market�035.Appendix 2 A2329 atso states that

�034Usingthese assumtiehe end by eehtvmg standard employment densities t9 the
types of employment proposed (and assuming that the normal huiit density
fer Shropshire of 40% of the site area will continue), the anticipatedjehs gram?) and
emhleymeht land teeunement has. been ceiculated in. Table 3..�035Tehte 3 then sets, cut
the empicyment iahd required as 304ha under a haianced growth objective as has
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been adopted by Shropshire Councii for its current Pian. This oieariy shows that
Shrooshire have aireao�030vinciuded the 40% deveiooahie iand hours in their totai
County wide empioymeht iand }401gureand so are doubie countihg the 40% caicuiation
ad.s�030�034er�030when new �034*3t-: itsl}401the hiz-se increase in ewc'o}�034entiand. This is
Kilit�030yindguidance n:na;-2iiu tithe?! 111 is: ii}401éfrh�030siiisti}401isuch :2! 522.5115: resmn'xjai 4�03051:Green

, n;:"|:::'l_""""' 'fl'�024"""J"""""�024""" "J"""a�030"""" ""\'.i"-"""" " -"-"

DC�034Id! IU.

2.9 Secondiv, Shrooshire Couhoii sav that commerciai buiidihos are deveiooed as
singie storey huiio�030ings.However, the type of empioyment uses proposed. are simiiar

to other aiiocateo�030sites in the County and no justification is given why Shir�030naiis again
beino treated dit�030terentiv.

2.10 So there are in fact no iocaicircumstances to justify the increase from 16ha to
, 41113. as the 16ha orioihaiiv oroeosed and announced- to the Town Councii. aireadv

inciuded these adjustments which were appiiedto the whoie County. There is. 4

therefore, no exceptionai circumstance tojustify the removai of an additionai�02425haof
» iand from the Green Bait. The orooosed tioure. therefore. does not constitute an

exceptionai circumstance based on justi}401abieand consistent evidence to remove
such a iarge area from Green Beit and so is unsound as contrary to nationai poiicy.

2.11 At a recent meetino of ioca! Counciis. Shrooshire Councii stated that thev have
used a consistent methodoiogy across the County. However, this is not the case
here as Shropshire have not used this doubie counting methodoiogy on other
emolovmeht iand aiiocations in the Countv.

2.12 Shropshire Councii refer to the need to baiance housing and empioyment in the
town and state a need to deiiver a ievei ot emoiovmeht orowth in baiance with the
�035anticipated"ievei of new housing (paragraph 5.211 settiement poiicy S15).-
Shropshire Councii are, therefore proposing 41 ha of iano' forjust 322 new housing,
as the rest of the 1500 housino ouideiihe tioure is aireadv comoieted/committed so is

. not �035anticipated".This proportion of empioyment iand to anticipated housing, is far
higher than other settiements with no expianation to expiain the difference. it aiso

' contradicts orevious decisions of Shrooshire Councii when the maioritv of the 1500

houses were approved, thus questioning the reasoning behind the current aiiocation
and why achieving such a ciaimed baiance and sustainabie deveiopment was not
considered necessary bv Shrooshire Council in their recent decisions.

2.13 On the most recent appiication for residentiai deveiopment for 100 houses in
2016 (aooroved as an exceotion to ooiiovi. the aooiicants submitted an emoiovment
iand assessment which conciuded. thata. maximum of Zha empioyment. iand tor
Shifnai couid oniy be justi}401edup to 2026. This was on the basis that an additionai
over 1000 houses had alreadv been aooroved for the town as exceotions to ooiicies

i:some 40% increase. in the size of the town). Shropshire Councii accepted. this
assessment as credibie and approved the deveiopment ( which aiso inciuded the
ioss of emoiovmeht allocated iand). it is noteworthv that the other 1000 houses had
aiso been approved without requiring any baiancing empioyment iand to be
provided, and indeed one of these deveiopments aiso inciuded the deveiopment on
existino emoiovment iand. When chaiienoed at a oubiio meetiho on the Preferred
Sites consuitation why Shropshire had accepted a maximum of Zha of empioyment
aiiocated iand as being the need for an additional 1100 houses, yet was now saying
41-113 was required tor just 322 houses the Councii smov stated that the previous
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}401gurewas �034wrong".No reason was given why it was wrong when it�030wasproduced by
consultants and had been accepted by the Council. if the Council are saying that
theiir previous decision was wrong {together presumabiy with their decisions to grant
the otheir 1000 heuses without additionai empioyment iand), then the local
community are justi}401edin questioning whether thecurrent proposais by the Councii '
are similariy wrong, especiaihg as these are not backed by a reasoned anaiysis by
consuitants as previously. '

2.14 Shropshire Council say that their concern is to secure a better balance between
the committed scale of housing and an assumed de}401citin employment land. This �030
scaie of housing was aiready proposed when the Councii accepted the ioss of

a existing and allocated employment land in granting residential developments, and
fully accepted in 2016 the consultants conclusions that only 2ha empioyment land

. provision was required. No compeiiingevidence has been submitted to justify what
has changed since then to }401rstlypropose a requirement of 16ha, and now 41ha, and
why it did not fee! that Shtfnal had a de}401citthen, but only a coupie of years tater and
with no signi}401cantadditional housing development piahned, it does have a de}401cit

now. " -

2.15 As the low! community have pointed out on previous Plan consultations, as
. most of the recentiy approved exception housing has now been buiit and occupied -

before this additional employment land will be developed, then these residents will _
already have empioyment. it is most unlikety, therefore, that the significant land '
reiease now proposed wiii meet the needs of existing residents and so affect the
claimed balance de}401cit.By allowing such a disproportionate amount of employment
iand, it is more likeiy that this will lead to increased commuting into these
empioyment areas from outside the town and resuit in great pressure from
deveiopers to provide more housing, with potential adverse impacts on protection of
Sateguarded Land and Green Belt.

2.16 Shropshire Council commented on the recent residential permission, that
should a speci}401cemployment investment arise in the future that required additional
iano', then thiscouio�030be considered on its own merits as an exception to poiicy. As
the Town Council previously commented, if a speci}401cemployment investment arose
in the future that would clearly support the speci}401cneeds of the town and require
additional land, then this couid be considered on its own merits as an exception to

policy. This would avoid the problems stated above with the current guideline }401gure
proposed and would ensure that only sustainable development to meet the needs of
the town was approved. Shropshire Councii has again given no reason why their
previous view is no longer considered appropriate to jUstify releasing such a large

"1 amount of Green Belt land.

2.17 It is also consideted that Shropshire Council have failed to take into account A
other justi}401ableevidence when considering whether exceptional Circumstances exist
for the empioyment ia'nd }401gure-proposed? notabiy past trends and the current
adverse effects on the economy from Covid-19. Wnilst the originally proposed 16ha
(16ha additional employment land) is considered more justi}401ablethan the 41ha now
proposed, it is considered that a }401gureof around 8ha (6ha additional} wouid be
more reaiistic and, more importantiy in Green Beit terms, achievabie }401gureto meet
the needs of the town. This wouio�030aiso accord with the concerns expressed by the
pubiic in the Neighbourhood Plan to keep changes to the Green Beit to the minimum
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required to solely meet the needs of the-town. it would also minimise the likelihood
of employment allocated land not being used for employment purposes and then
being approved for residential development as the town has only recently
experienced. in view of the fact that the Local Plan will be subject to further review
before the expiry date of 2038, it is considered that to protect Green Belt land from
unnecessary loss= a cautious approach should be taken with employment land
supply, which can then be'reviewed when the�031effectsof Covid�02419can be better
assessed and actual take�024upof such land assessed. ,

2,18 In allocating such a large area of land, Shropshire Council have not taken into
account the likelihood of attracting employment when there is such a high provision .
of alternative employment land already provided or committed in adjacent areas that
fall within the M54 Strategic Corridor. I54 adjacent to junction 2 of the M54 has 24ha
available on Phase 2 (which could accommodate over 1msq.ft. of buildings) plus
land available still under-Phase 1- At Featherstone near Junction 2, a 24ha site will
be able to develop some 8500003q.ft. The West Midlands interchange is a major
strategic site recently granted planning permission, with good access to the
motonNay network. It is stated that it could provide some 8500 jobs and 8m sq.ft. of
buildings. This would be in addition to the proposedon site rail terminal which will be
a major attraction to inward investment. This site is also close to a new development
at Four Ashes where a 450000 sq.ft. building is available. At Sutton Cold}401eld,some
2.62m sq.ft. of buildings are being promoted. in Telford, a 10ha site at �030Newpo}402is
being developed and a 21ha site at Hortonwood. It is estimated that there is some
162ha of available employment land in Telford ,' plus a number of industrial units.
There are also a number of large industrial buildings available in the West Midlands
(eg Cannock, Wolverhampton, Willenhall, Hilton Cross), and a large business park at
Stafford close to Junction 14 of the M6.-Further, there will be competition from sites
with a close connection to the proposed �030HS2that are likely to be more attractive to
strategic employment than Shifnal: it is noted for instance that a 140ha site next to a
HS2 interchange is being promoted at Solihull which will provide 25000 jobs and 6m
sq.ft of employment plus housing.

2.19 Before removing Green Belt, NPPF paragraph 137 states that the Council
should be able to demonstrate that it has examined fully all other reasonable options.
The Plan in allocating such a large area of employment land in Shifnal in the Green
Belt has provided no evidence to show that it has taken into account the amount of
already available employment land and buildings in the immediate locality, why it
does not consider�030thesealternatives will meet any need in the area, or what
evidence it has to substantiate its comments that there are a number of interested
businesses that would locate to Shifnal. despite the costs of ' }401rstdeveloping the site
and the requisite infrastructure, especially off-site highway improvements. It is
considered, therefore, that the allocation of this amount of land in Shifnal by
remeving it from the Green Belt is contrary to national planning policy and, therefore,
unsound » _

2.20 The Green Belt Exceptional Circumstances Statement refers to Shifnal being a
key location providing links to the M54 corridor and to provide suppliers to Bridgnorth
empioyment sites (paragraph 8:107). No evidence has been submitted to
substantiate this claim. The reality is that suppliers to Bridgnorth will locate to �030.
Bridgnorth (where signi}401cantnew employment land is also proposed) not Shifnal.
Similarly, Suppliers to manufacturers based in Telford will locate to Telford where
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thereare established industrial estates and vacant land with better access that'does
not needa large investment in highway improvements. Companies will'not want _
accessaleng a country lane. . -

2.21The M54'has no access north onto the M6, and those travelling south on the M6

cannot access direct the M54. This will .be asigni}401eantcenstraint for Shifnal to
attract occupiers in competition With Telford and the West Midlands. (the Jaguar
engine plant on l54 was only located there because of the grants available and that it

» was servicing the plant at Castle Bromwich south of M54).

2.228hropshire Council say that planned provision of new land for employment
opportunities in the past has been limited. This is an incorrect statement. For a

' substantial period at least 12ha of land was allocated for employment land adjacent
to the existing industrial estate (this is hardly a �034limited"amount as it is similar to the
14ha proposed in the Preferred Scale and Distribution consultation). There was no -
take up for this land which eventually was taken up by an educational establishment.
It is considered that the past takeup of employment land in the town is a truer
re}402ectionof employment need in the town than the arguments now being put forward
to try to justify such a large increase. in allocated land and removal of Green Belt.

2.23 In a meeting with Shropshire Council in March 2018, the Town�030Councilwere .
told that a number of proposals for deliverable employment land in the town had
been received and that they would provide this evidence. At a subsequent meeting in ,
August 2018, the Shropshire Council again advised that there was signi}401cant
demand for economic development. No such evidence has been made available to
support this claimed need. Indeed the proposed site was advertised in the Council�031s
investment opportunities brochure, but in response to a question, they stated in -
October 2019 that no formal approaches or expressions of interest to invest had
been received. .

2.24The Strategic Sites & Employment Areas Assessment�030ispart of the evidence
base quoted by Shropshire Council as informing the Plan. This assessed an
employment land requirement 2013-2026 of only 5ha (with 4ha allocated this meant
an addition of only 1ha). lt stated that there were no employment issues for the
Shifnal Place Plan area and recommended no new employment land allocation for
Shifnal; It also commented that market agents felt there was insuf}401cientdemand to .
justify further development and that the market for- industrial premises, and as an
employment location, Shifnal was overshadowed by Wolverhampton and Telford;
Although speci}401cto the industrial estate, it also stated that stakeholders felt that the
present level of market demand does not justify further development of of}401cesand
industrial premises. This is even more applicable with Covid-19 impacts. These
comments reinforce the point that only a limited amount of employment land, and
consequently loss of Green Belt, can be justi}401edas an exceptional circumstance. A

�031 2.25 Although the employment land guideline }401gureof 41 ha is stated to be for the
current Plan period up to 2038, comments in the Plan and the EmploymentLand-
Review, suggestthat much of this guideline }401gureis prOposed for beyond 2038.
Appendix 7 of the Plan includes a delivery timetable for the allocated site of beyond

- 2038. The Employment Land Review also states that the Local Plan Review, A
_ identi}401esa preferred employment'land guideline between 2016-36 of some 16'ha .

. with a further 24ha providing for the successive plan period to 2056; It then states
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that the proposed 38ha (compared to 41ha now proposed) could be either allocated
in its entirety or partially safeguarded for use in the successive plan period to 2056.
Similarly, the Green Belt Exceptional Circumstances Statement para 8.153 states
that the allocated site will help boundaries become permanent limits to development
beyond 2038. '

2.26 These comments again cast doubt on the justi}401cationofthe allocation of 41ha
f'orlthe current Plan period and the exceptional circumstances claim for the loss of
Green Belt. It appears that most of the land is not required in the current plan period
but subsequently, in which case, it would be more appropriate to allocate it as
Safeguarded Land for future consideration, rather than allocate now as an
em'ployment site for the current Plan period as proposed. It also further questions
Shropshire Council�031sarguments for increasing the original 16ha to 41ha, as it states
that only 16ha is required for the Plan period and the further 24ha (or 25ha now) for
the subsequent Plan period.

2.2? This justi}401cationfor the employment land allocation is further questioned by '
ambiguity in the reasoning for the employment. The Plan }401rstlystates that the
employment is required to meet the anticipated housing growth and
housing/employment de}401citie the land is required to meet the needs solely of Shifnal
to achieve a balanced growth (the balanced growth calculation for 1500 houses �030
would require 16ha not 41ha). However, the Plan then states that Shifnal is to
funbtion as a sustainable investment location for the M54 corridor and to become a
growth point within the sub-regional area of the West Midlands. It says in paragraph
8.14 that it is to �034provideClass 32 and B8 uses to service the sub-regional supply
chains along the A5, M54 and M6 corridors and with some E(g) uses and secondary
employment uses to meet local needs for employment in Shifnal and in the east of
the�030gCounty'ie it is required to meet sub regional and County needs and that only
secondary uses are needed to meet local Shifnal needs. These are con}402icting
objectives with no details given as to how Shifnal would accommodate such sub
regional growth, how much such growth would be likely, where this growth would be

, located, how the infrastructure of the town would be developed for this growth and
how the town would retain its village character and sustainability if it is to meet '
dev'elopment not required to meet the needs of the Town. As Green Belt land is
probosed to be removed to provide employment land, it is considered essential that
there is clarity in the prOposals for the town, rather than an ambiguous statement that
sornetime within the Plan period the town will be expected to meet sub-regional and
not Shifnal generated needs. No alternative sites have been considered in the Plan
for meeting this additional growth, so by removing a large area of Green Belt at this
time for unplanned growth, is contrary to national Green Belt policy. '

2.28 The Town Council are also concerned that the proposed Local Economic
Groyvth Strategy for the town has not been progressed and question whether this is
related to Shropshire Council�031sapparent determination to allocate 41 ha of
employment land despite detailed planning arguments against such a provision and
local oppositiOn. In February 2019, Shropshire Council referred to the preparation of
these local growth strategies for the main market towns, including Shifnal. They
stated that the strategies would create a shared economic vision "for each town,
working closely with each town council and local stakeholders, and encouraging
them to make their thoughts known and �034totake ownership of their strategies�035.The '
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strategies were te act es en. evidenee�024hess.for the total planend would tuity 22559::-
with the Place Plans for the towns. ' . .

' 2.29 These strategies were, therefore; seen as an important part of the economic
basis for the towns in the tocat plan review, being produced as a close ce-eperatien,
between Shropshire Council, the town counCil and local businesses, so that there
was a clear local input into employment land requirements of the'local plan.
However: whiist at! the ether market towns have had their strategies progressed and
draft proposals consulted upon, ShropshireCouncil have failed to progress a _ .
strategy for Shifnal. At a meeting with Shropshire Council in November 2018, the
Town Ceuncii agreed tece�024operatein 'a strategy tor the town: but Shropshire Council ' ,
have not taken this any further. it seems coincidental that the failure to progress a
strategy for Shifnal from early 2019, occurs at the same time as the Tow'n'Council

40/41 he on the Preferred Sites consuttation.

32.2 Allocated�030EmHioment'Site
2.39 As wet! as eeesieettne that the attecatien et tithe at Green. Bett tend tor

empioyment in Shifnal is unsound for the detailed reasons set out above, it is also
considered that the allocation of SHF 18b and 1-8d as an employment site and the

. - reesenme behind this. aheeatien- te iusmv its remeval. hen: the Green Bah ere
unsound and contrary to sustainability legal requirements

2.31 in planning and Green Belt terms, it is illogical and contrary to good pianning
principies: tovaliocate-iahd- terdeveiopment whitstieavihg untievetehee? ianexheween
it and the town boundary. Towns should expand out incrementally so that new
development cleaity visually and functionally relates to the town and does not appear
.as iseiated and detached deveiopment. By leaving the land between Stanton Road

and Lamledge Lane (SHF018a IP14) undeveioped, this is the unacceptable resuit.
The proposed site would in effect �034jumpovei�035this intervening land, which is �030 a
consideredan unacceptable-tormofplanningdevelopment. llt iscohsidered
therefore, that this alternative site shouid be aiiocated to meet the employment iand
requirement that can be justi}401ed. . �030 -

2.32 Shropshire Councii have said that development of iand west of Stanton Rd
should also address its functional relationship with Shifnal Industrial Estate and
Lamledge�030Lanebeyond. However: as the access 'to the farmer is ~onto»Lamledge
Lane, there can be no such functionai relationship. indeed site Si-iF01�0308aI'P1�0304has a
much greater functional relationship than the proposed site. This again places a

:geehen t�024zsve.rthe reasoning and gust�030}401eeturnsetMdf9? takmg the hteeesed she
out of the Green Belt.

2.33 The Plan states that the site would require signi}401cantimprovements to the �030
whole. of Stehten. Rear: hefere the emn'evment site is heed end the! he he}401iv�034a�034ge
Westbound into Shifnal. No evidence has been submitted on what these
improvements would be, how much they would cost, how the development would be
able to meet this cost, how the Council will ensure that the works will be carried out , ,
before the empioyment use commences, nor how stopping traf}401cgoing west wiii be

. poiiced. Recent iarge scale housing developments have taken place and most of the
houses already occupied without required ott�024sitehighway improvements yet being

V impiemented. This casts doubt that the highway works stated to be essentiai here,
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would be implemented before the site was developed. To be sound, the Plan needs

to be effective. and deliverable: in. view of the. costly. and mater. inftastructure works
required, the lack of. evidence on the deliverability of these is unsound.

2.34 The Green Belt Review assessment includes both the Safeguarded Land and'
the proposed site west of Upton Lane as one parcel. lt states that it is more closely
associated with the wider Area of open countryside, to the east of Shifnal than the
settlement edge to the west; and that releasing the land from the Green Belt would �030 ,
lead to a- level of encroachment in to the countryside to the east of Shifnal and a
narrowing of the gap between Shifnal and Albrighton and weaken the integrity of

neighbouring Green Belt. Of the two sites, SHFO18a/P14 would minimise these, '
adverse effects compared to the proposed site. �031 .. '

2.35 The allocation of iand to the east of Upton Lane (Shift 8d) contradicts Green
Belt objectives. The Green Belt Review assessment states in regard to this parcel of
land that �034thereare no readily recognisable boundaries to the east (the Plan .
specifically states the need to �034create;an effective boundary to the north, east and
south). This parcel contains no built development and is more closely associated .
with the wider areaof open countryside to the east of Shifnal than the settlement to
the west. The iand siopes away to the east. Releasing this parcel from the Green
Belt would lead to encroachment into the countryside to the east of Shifnal and a �030 '
slight narrowing of the gap between Shifnal and Albrighton. The release of western
section of P13a would lead to a High ievei of harm to the Green Belt." Shropshire
Council, however, say in paragraph. 521.1. of. Settlement Policy 8-1.5vthat the �030
employment allocation is releasing land of Moderate-High harm. This 'is an incorrect .
statement. There is no justi}401cation,therefore, to suppon removing this land from the
Green Belt.

2.36 National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 139(1�034),aiso states that Green '
Belt boundaries should be defined clearly, using physical features that are readiiy

recognisable and likely to be permanent. The Green Belt Review specifically says
that this is not the case with the land east of Upton Lane. '

2.37 The proposed extension of the proposed site east of Upton Lane would be

contrary to national policy and Shropshire Council�031sown Green Belt Review f
assessment of the land. It would constitute an unacceptable. encroachment into the.
countryside, has no recognisable, permanent boundary, and would cause High harm

to the Green Belt. It would also be contrary to the Green Beit Review�031scomment that
Upton Lane. forms a clearly de}401nedboundary. There are, therefore, no exceptional

' circumstances to release this land especially when there are alternative sites

causing less harm, such as the Town Council�031spreferred site.

2.38 National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 137 states that the strategic
policy-making authority should be able to demonstrate that it has examined fully all
other reasonable options. for meeting its identi}401edneed for development before

changing Green Belt boundaries. It is not considered that Shropshire Council has
complied with national policy in this context and so that the Plan is unsound, as it .
has not demonstrated why the allocation of SHF018a1P14, or part thereof, is not a
more reasonable option for meeting any employment need. This land is in a more
sustainable location and has a lower minus sustainability appraisal score. It also has
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a- similar site area to SHF 18b and would meet the original requirement of 14haof
additional land (without-the unjusti}401edexpansion of'a further 24ha).

2.39'A signi}401cantpart of the site, SHF18d, was allocated at the Preferred Site
consultation despite the site not having being assessed in the sustainability -
appraisal. It is a legal requirement that a local planning authority must carry out a
sustainability appraisal of each of the proposals in a plan �034duringits preparation�035; �031

�030 The site was proposed at the Preferred Sites consultation but no-appraisalwas ,7 i
carried out before proposing the site. The allocation of this site without a
sastai}401abilityaypraisal and without at that time compating its sustainabiiity with '
reasonable. alternative. sites. (as. proposed by the. Iowl. community.)is contrary to
legal, policy and national guidance. �030

2.40 The alternative land at SHF18alP14, has a lower de}401citsustainability appraisal - ~
score than the allocated site. Policy SP3 Climate Change 1a refers to the need to '
minimise the need to travei' and maximise the abiiity to make trips by sustainable �030

�030 modes of transport; 1d to pn�030oritisethe use of active travel through the creation and
enhancement of walking and cycling links within and between new developments
and from new developments to existing neighbourhoods and community facilities in
accordance with Poiicy DP28; 1e to encourage new development to link to and �031

. ' where poSsible integrate public transport. Policy SP4 Sustainable Development �035
refers to the presumption in favour of sustainable development On all these policy �030
requirements. the alternative site is better iocated to comply as it is closer to the '
town and adjacent to existing public footpaths, whereas the proposed site has no
existing or proposed footpath link to the town. No comparative assessment has been
carried out on these policy issues to justify the allocated site.

2.41 This point is reinforced by the November 2018 SLAA. This said that SHF18a
offers the potential to safeguard land to support the long term growth of a large scale
new employment area to the east of Shifnal. This con}401rmsits suitability to meet the
employment needs of the town for the Plan' period. It also questions the need to
remove SHF18d from the Green Belt which is assessed as having HIGH harm.

2.42 The November 2018 SLAA on the allocated site SHF18b and d stated that
. whilst empioyment development is generaiiy considered achievable and viable, to�030

con}401rmthese conclusions, a viability assessment will be undettaken to inform" the
Local Plan Review . No suoh viability assessment accompanied the Preferred Sites
consultation when the site was allocated nor has it been added to the evidence base
Since to show that the site is deliverable and so sound. �031 -

2.43 The November 2018 SLAA stated that SHF18a had a fair sustainability rating
due to its accessibility to many of Shifnal�031sfacilities, whereas both SHF18b and d
were stated as having limited accessibility to these facilities. This supports the �030 V �030 4
comments in paragraph 2.40 abOve regarding compliance with policies SP3 and SP4
Of the Plan. ' �030

. 2.44 It is a legal requirement that an authority preparing a plan must do so �034withthe
objectiveof contributing to the achievement of sustainable development�035.The above
comments on sustainability appraisals, SLAA comments and compliance with
policies in the Plan itself, show that Shropshire Council have not met their legal
responsibility on the allocation of this site.
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245 Case law in the Gunning principles states that when consulting on a plan:
proposals must be at a tormative stage and not been» pre-determmed. tVidence
33333333 �034�034333333�03432 $3183 3:23 :2 33 3:2 3~33m33 3:23 32 2223
Preterred Sites consuitation stage, wouid cast doubt on Whether the CounCIi met this

. i he aiiocation ot the site without doing a sustainabiiity appraisai on part of the

3223 3:23 :23 3322233223322 3322233 3:22 3:2 32232223222233;

. Stating that the aiiocatlon ot the sute was moderate�024hlghharm on the Green
3322 333333323222 2222233 33:2 3: 2:23 3223 2-233 �034g�034

3 On the Preferred Site consuitation when the site was }401rstproposed despite
not being tuiiy sustainabiiity appraised, in paragraph 18.22 '0�031:Section 18 on
2:23 Shme P2333 P233 3:33, 822233322223 5,3333 32.323322223252223 Ccuncii aiso
recognises the important contribution the landowner and their development

partners Will make to the future or Shltnal m bnngmg the land forward for
empioyment deveiopment in an expeditious manner". However, Shropshire
Council has not provided any evidence to support this statement: or how the

Councu would ensure that development does occur expeditiously. By making
this statement in advance of consutttng the Town Councii and the iocai

�030 community on the proposed allocation suggest that the WlSheS ot the
iandowner had pre-o'etermined the Councii in aiiocating the site.

0 Shropshire Council =oublished an Invest In Shropshire brochure produced
eariy In 2019 and WHICH IS still on their websute advertlsmg Investment
opportunities. The brochure describes the site as a medium aspirationai site
and that the site is a potential empioyment site subject to the Local Pian
Hevuew. It turther states that �034Inresponse to market demand the authority wm
consider making these potentiai new sites avaiiabie for deveiopment�035.The

. alternatiVe land at SHF18a/P14 was stated as being available for employment
In the SLAA, yet this land was not sumnarly advertised. as a possmle
investment opportunity to show that fuii consideration was given to
ahemattves tn. the Green Belt.

0 lt�030appearsthat the proposed increase from 16ha to 41 ha in employment land
for the town between the Preferred Scale and Distribution consultation and
Preferred Site consultation was to accommodate the allocation of this land
rather than being justi}401edon the needs ot the town. I ms is supported by the
so caiied iocai circumstances that sUddeniy appeared on the Preferred Sites
consultation to try to justify the increase in employment land so that this site

could be allocated in full.

33. Safeguarded Land
3.1 Case law under the Gunning principle states that information must be suf}401cient

to give inteiiigent consideration to the consuitation and that such information must be
easily interpretable. Other case law alSo states that information should be in a singte

accessibie compilation and not require a search of a disparate coiiection of
documents. However, the Pian faiis to give parcei references to the proposed �030
Safeguarded Land: nor are these individual parcels identi}401edon the proposals Map.
it is not possible, therefore, for the pubiic to be able to reiate the parceis to other
documents accompanying the Pian inciuo'ing the sustainabiiity appraisai (it is aiso

noted that there is no pian with the sustainabiiity appraisai for the pubiic to be abie to
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siea}401yde�030�034,the specific parcelreference numbers to their location). The Plan is,
' therefore; considered to be legaiiv }402awedin this-respect.

3.2 There is also an inconsistencyjin' the size of parcels of'land included as proposed
' Safeguarded Land, which affects the total land proposed to .be released from the �030

Green Beit. The iana' described as iand between A464(south)'aad Park Lane is
stated to be 9.6ha. Yet on the. Preferred Site consultation, the same parcei of land is
said to be 13ha. No explanation is given in the Plan why the site area has suddenly
been given a- smaiier site area-and consequentiy reducing the stated"area removed
from the Green Belt.

3.3 it is noted that the area of Safeguarded Land is with 'one-exception, the same as
that proposed at the Preferred Sites consultation. The reasons given for the inclusion
of such a large area of land being removed from the Green Belt (92.8ha) are the
same as on previous consultatiOns. The Town Council and local community raised
objections to this proposal .at both the Prefened Site and Draft Pre Submission Plan '
consultations, supported by detailed technical arguments to disprove the Council�031s
exceptional circumstances reasons for removing this land from the Green Belt, and

suggesting more appropriate aiternatives_(these are set out again below for

information). However, at neither the previous consultation, nor on the current Plan,
has the Council responded to these objections. simply reiterating the same points it
used originaiiy. This is contrary to Gunning case law that decision makers must be .
shown to have given conscientious consideration to consultation responses-and

must provide evidence to show howthey took such responses into account. it is _
also unsound as the objections made questioned the deiiverability of the proposals in.
the Plan and the Council in failing to respond to these concerns. has not shown that
the Plan is effective or consistent with national policy.

, 3.4 The Town 'Councii have put fonNard as an aiternative to the allocated
employment site, part of sites SHF18a/P14. This land would meet the 6 ha of
additional employment land proposed .by the Town Council or indeed if it was
considered that Shropshire Council�031soriginal 14ha of additional land to the 2ha -
existing was appropriate, it would also meet this requirement, and so should not be
inciuded as Safeguarded Land. If it was accepted that only 6ha of employment land
was required, then the remaining part of the this site not required at this time to be

allocated should remain as Safeguarded Land. lf considered necessary, it would
then be more appropriate for Shif18b to be allocated as Safeguarding Land rather
than aiiccated as emgloyment land with ShiftSd remaining as Green Bait.

3.5 With respect to the iand to the south and west of the town, Shropshire Councii
say this�035is required as a future strategichousing�030extensionto createva new

neighbourhood community, and put toward a number of points seeking to justify the ,
contribution that this new �034community�035will make tothe town. Shropshire Councii .
refer to a �034plannedstrategy beyond 2038", to provide for future housing needs

beyond 2038 and this is a �034strategicextension (including viable) representing a , .
deliverable iocation for further growth and development�035.Throughout the Pian and

supporting documents; great. emphasis is placed on Shifnal being developed to meet _
strategic growth, yet saying at the same time that it needs balanced growth to meet i
the- needs of the town. _ , '
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35 The pfincipal reason for�024the substantial release of Green Belt, therefore, is not to
meet the speci}401cneeds of the town,-but to meetShropshire Coancil's underlying
objective to expand the town to become a strategic centre. It is considered that this
is contrary to the Neighbourhood Planobjectives, to the. views'of the local community ..
onvhow they wish. their townto develop in the future, and is an unrealistic objective in
view of the town�031ssize and position in relation to Telford and Wolverhampton. It is
considered, therefore, that the proposed exceptional circumstances for justifying the
release of such a large area of Green�030Belt, are unrealistic and unjusti}401ed;do not .
stand up to detailed Scrutiny, and .so do not comply with natiOnal-polic'y on Green» - _
Belt. » �030 .

3.7 The;;Plan particularly refers to the role that Shifnal would play._._ to, provide strategic. �030
economic development in the M54 strategic corridor. HOweVer, as pointed out in
paragraph 2.18 above, there is a plentiful supply of alreadycommitted employment ,
land in neighbouring authorities in this corridor. Wlth the signi}401qantreduotion in . .
economic development caused by Covid-19, and likely limited demand fer new land

,intheforeseeablefuture,.itis; an;__unsustainable. assumptipnthat $hifnal-would.. attract .1
�031 such strategic employment development to justify the release of such large areas of ,

Green Bert. ' .

3.8 It isespeciallynoted in_the Green BeltExceptional CircumstanoeSStatement that .
Shropshire Council want to �034changethe capacity�035of the town and for it �034toperform
.the. samerole-asBridgnorth�035-Shifnalisless.thanhaltthe sizeof .Bridgnorth ,...is - . . . .
surrounded by Green Belt-whereas- Bridgnorth only has Green Belton one side, and , -
is only 2 miles from the major town of Telford that provides all major service and
.facilities-jn yerycloseproximity. .By_.reasonofitssizeand .muchjurthegdistanoe .. ,
away .from Telfordand Wolverhampton, Bridgnorth is far. moreicapable. of�030attraqting
and maintaining strategic services and facilities than Shifnal, which cannot compete
.with...its.proximity.to Telford.,no. matter.what sizet'Shropshire.expectejtto. expand .to. . . .
All that would happen is that Shifnal would yet again experience a large increase in
housing without any corresponding development of the �034strategic"infrastructure
.cl�030aimed'byShropshire .�030Councili.Although -.,refe�030re�031nce:is1made.tdlShifnalproviding .�030a�030'
strategicfunctibh, this'"rble is already being served in the east of'Shropshire by '
Telford. The proposal to designate the former Ironbridge Power Station as a

Strategic. Site.:.(Whi¢h,is' nuts'ideithefGreen Belt): Will enhance}401the.rbl�030e'.of .Telford asithe '
. strategicsettlement for the east of the Cdimty; and will proVide-'a'de}401nedstrategic�034-

site outside the Green Belt to meet any strategic development requirements in the
.eastdfthe County, ratherthanLeXpedting .Shifnal'tdperform jsuch.a�0341rol_e.,ltis
unreasonable'and contrary to the Government�031sobjective to protect the Green Belt,
to expect Shifnal to developas a oompetingstrategic centre. _

v , 3.9 The con}402ictingobjectives being proposed for the long term future of the town as
a means of justifying the removal of such a large area of Green Belt a[e contrary to
.nationalpolicy requirementsinbaragraph 1�03035.oflthetNPPF;fo'r;establishingwhether , , ,
exceptionaloircumstanoes exist. It is clear from the Place Plan, Neighboumood Plan
and vieWs' expressedxby the'comrnun'rtyOn earlier ConSUltatlons, that the t0wn do not
..want..to..be a strategic.location;Where_.,a.large amount�031of.devél'Opment..is;.allo�031wed,'
substantially altering the existingcharacterof the town. ShropshireCouncil have _
failed to take into account lccalviews and'e�030speoiallythe Objectives and Vision for the

�030.futUre".'of .the townithatthe .lowl;CMmunity�024.fijl_lyendorsedin the .rébentlyappmVéd '
Neighbourhood Plan. -
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3'11Q�030Shifnal�030sclose proximity toTelford and Wolyerhamptonjmeanthat it is in an�031 _
in}401egjmprifateiocaiig}401#2:: 395nm a. signi}401cant.strategéotown {the whole reason for

expect that the town would be developed such as to deliver the range of facilities and "

servicesthatShropshire Council claim would foiiow from. 25t strategic. housing

3.11Shropshire Council say that the town �034requiresa �034progressiveand steady rate of
growth to permit the infrastructure of the'townto be improved in response to the - .

happen and that the town would not end up with the strategic housing expansion --
without any such improvements in infrastructurelndeed, resent exoerence Er: the

' town supports the Town Councii�031sdoubt that this wouid occur. Shropshire Councii ':
have recently approved some1100 new- houses in the town (some 40% increase),
yetthey have not ensured that anyinfrastructure improvements have been -
implemented. The recent reality of a'iarge expanSion of the town is a more realistic-
soenario ofwhat would happen ifthe proposed strategic; housing extension proposed.
for this safeguarded land was accepted. , - ' -. . . ' - -

3.12 The development is described as being a �034newneighbourhood community�035;'- '
Shropshire Council acknowledge that the local view of Shtfnal is the town retains the
character and �034feel�034of a village and its community wish, it to remain so. The scale, '
location and development proposed, and its description as a �034neighbourhood. . . ' .
community�035would see the proposal as .a separate self contained entity and in effect
split the town into two. The character and feel" of thetown would be iost and instead
of one town, it could lead totwo separatecommunities and make integration of new ,
residents intothe town dif}401cult.It would becontrary tojone of the main objectivesin
the» Neighbourhood Plan about retainingthe. small town character of the town and
integrating new developmentinto the fabric'ef the.tet-:n-. - » ' , ' -

3.13 Shropshire Council refer, as quoted above, that the land is required for a -
strategic expansion of the town �034(includingviable)�035.;_�030Thereisno explanationas to the ~
contextof viability here and the wording doestnot' make any clear, Sense in�030the' �030
sentence; Similarly: the " Plan refers tothis�030flandasa hOUSing�030extension�030inone-plaoe
but a neighbourhoodcommunity in the other. These are not the same types, of
development andi's yet another example of a lack Of clarity in de}401ningwhat is '
proposedih'the Plan. Clear and unambiguOu's"fproposals"Vantd supporting ihfonhation
is essentialfih' trying to justify that exceptiOnal cirCumStances�030existto supportsuch a
huge remOval of land from the Green Belt. This again shows that the Plan fails to
meet the legal requirement to be easily interptetable; �034especiallyas this point was _- .
again made known in the previous consUltatioh, bu't'Shropshire Council have failed
to respond'and. clan'fythe matter. 3 V- 2' .- 1 x 2 A ' , 1 , . , .

3.:14=A_s.--on the Pr'efenedSite arid Dr'a�031ftPreSmisSion Plan�030consulta�031tions,�031, '
Shropshire Councilhave listed. a number�031ofdelivery reasons to justifyth�030eproposed ' '
neighbourhood community extensionszcwmjectionsj. were made to�030thesereasons
supportedby;detailedhreaSons'to each point.]Shr_opshire Council failed to respond 3 '
and address 'any of :thesernat either the_-préviOUs'"Drlaft 'Pre. Submission consultation �035or
on:the_.current Plan. |t-_is¢0n�031sidered,;therefore;that nOne ofthe �034exceptional' _�031
circumstances�035,points-Vput. forwardiats beingthe justi}401cationfor the removal of such a
large area from the Green Belt; stand up to scrutiny On planning or technical . i ' ,
grounds. They cannot, therefore, be considered to constitute the necessary "
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exceptional circumstances to justify such a large release of land from the Green Belt
and this, together with the failure to respond to the consultation responses, is
contrary to�030national policy and case law..

3.15 To show that the exceptional circumstances put fowvard in the Plan for

removing this large area of land from the Green Belt are not supported by evidence,
the following detailed arguments are set out for the Inspector�031sinformation. These
have been made known to Shropshire Council on previous consultations but they -

have failed to respond.
(i) The Plan says that the �034housingextension�035will provide a new strategic highway
between the A464 south and A4169 (although para 5.215 (a) says B4169), will
effectively create a by-pass round the town and will enable through traffic to avoid a.
principal highwayjunction in the town centre. 'In response:

. Shropshire Council has not carried out any public survey of the local
community to assess the local view on the need for such a strategic link. In
.view of the signi}401cantimpact of such a major development proposal,
Shropshire Council should have undertaken a full local consultation, with draft
plans of proposed routes, before proposing such a highway scheme.
Shropshire Council do not appear to have proposed such fundamental and ,
major highway sChemes elsewhere in the County, without }401rstfully engaging
the local community and taking full account of their views. To simply propose
such a scheme without such consultation is considered to be unSound.

0 There was a strong opinion at the Preferred Site consultation public meeting
attended by Shropshire Council, against the need for such a strategic route.
Comments from the public since that meeting have supported this view.
There is no evidence to show that there are bene}401tsto the town or that there
will be any positive contribution to the town, especially compared to the many
disadvantages that will arise from such a proposal.

0 The proposal will not create a f�030by�024passaround the town�035,as stated in the
Plan documents. As proposed, it would only go around one quarter of the
town, so cannot be consideredto be a by�024passaround the town as claimed.
So its strategic bene}401tswill be very limited. If these strategic links are so
important to justify such an exceptional reason for removing a large area from
the "Green Belt, why is it only being proposed for beyond 2038? If it is
considered to be so important to the town, why is it not being done now? This
undermines the strategic necessity being put fonNard.

o In view of the cost of such a strategic highway, there must be considerable
doubt that the proposed development would be able to meet such costs. As
this is crucial to Shropshire Council�031sargument for allocating such land, it is
considered that detailed costings and development viability analysis should
}401rstbe carried out and made public, to substantiate that the proposed
development can meet the costs of the highway works. �030Thereis considerable
doubt that development would meet the full costs of the works, which would
result in some costs falling on the public purse which would be unacceptable.
It can also only be considered as an exceptional circumstance to justify
removal from the Green Belt, if there is detailed evidence to fully support the
claim that the development can fully meet the strategic highway costs
involved.

0 On the Preferred Site consultation Plan, the safeguarded land proposed here
included land between the A4169 and A464 north and that this was stated as
being" required to provide a by�024pass.As a signi}401cantamount of the likely
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traf}401cthat would use the route would come frem-the A464ncrth (hence the
reason why the previous proposal took the route from the A464north); the
traf}401cWitt either have to now ixthe highway via Eenege Read, or. more likely -

. cany straight on along the A464, The new route will only be likely to serve the .
. new extension, and then only for the small proportion of journeys that would

be undextaken south to Wolverhampton. EXisting msidents would be unlikely
. ' to use the route and for residents of the proposed housing extension, most of

their trips into the town and to Telford, the new route would not act as a
bypass, as they would still have to go through the town to access the A464
north. Traf}401csurveys carried out recently'by the local community also showed
that there was little through traf}401c,most of the traf}401caccessing the town itself, �030
which again shows there is no traf}401cjusti}401cationfor- the so mlled �034bypass�035
and so no exoeptionai circumstances on this basis for the ioss Of Green Beit.

0 At a public meeting on the Preferred Sites consultation, Shropshire Council .
said that development of this land would avoid traf}401cgoing into the town. This
is incorrect, astraffic would still need to go into town to access services and
facilities in the town centre and north and east of the town (including the
secondary schooi and employment areas). . �030

c As the proposed by-pass does not go all the way round the town, the new
residents of the neighbourhood community will still have to use the town
centre junction for the town centre, Aston St car park,' new employment area,

- ldsall School etc. It will, therefore, exacerbate this problem, in any event,
improvements to this junction are already planned to meet the current traf}401c
demands. '

(ii) The�030Plan states the housing extension will provide highway improvements at Five -
' Ways and innage-Roaa�030.in response: ' '

o Shropshire Council has already obtained S106 monies from the developers of
the recent large housing developments in the town, for improvements to '
Fiveways, to meet'the increased traf}401cneeds of the town. As this is already
planned for improvement to meet the large scale growth of the town, , ' '

. Shropshire Council have failed to explain what further improvements are '
needed to meet these needs and why this housing was approved it the
improvement works already programmed are not now considered suf}401cient.
As improvements to Fiveways are: therefore, already planned and to be
implemented shortly to ensure that $106 obligations are complied with, this is
no justi}401cationto support the need for a new community.

. o The problem with lnnage Rd is purely on-street parking. This can easily be
dealt with by stopping such parking and making aitemative parking proposals
for residents. Indeed, such a "proposal was recently identi}401edand indeed put �030
into a planned programme by Shropshire Council but not implemented for
what appears to be political not planning reasons. Asthere is a readily
impiementable solution available and previously promoted by Shropshire
Council, again, there is not the compelling justi}401cationrequired to support the �031

_ removal of Green Beit as proposed. indeed, by now proposing that. the
housing extension wouid have to use lnnage Road to access the town and
Telford as the northern entranoelexit to the proposed by�024pass,the proposal
would exacerbate the situation in lnnage Road (which is narrow, cannot be
widened and has a narrow railway viaduct which restricts tiaf}401cmovement ,
along the road) rather than deliver an improvement as claimed.
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(iii) The Plan states the housing extension will provide a signi}401cantrangeand choice
of housing to meet local needs. In response:

0 Shropshire Council cannot know whatthe housing needs of the town Will be
beyond 2038. Until an assessment ofvneeds is undertaken as and when a-
local plan is reviewed, it- is presumptuOus to make such a statement now.
Shropshire Council cannot know or make a reasonable assessment of a

town�031sfuture housing needs so far in advance. It is unreasonable to use such
an unknown factor to justify release of Green Belt land. .

(iv) The Plan states the housing extension will provide a future opportunity to
connect the A4169 and A464 through the railway embankment, creating a safety
valve for Fiveways. In response: . ,

. There is no technical evidence to substantiate that the railway arch between
parcels P17a and SHFO17north can physically take the full volume and type
of traf}401cenvisaged by a strategic highway, nor that Network Rail will give . .
authority for such use under their land. Evidence was provided to the '
Preferred Sites consultation showing that the arch was not of adequate size
to take commercial vehicles and so only cars would be able to use this route.
Shropshire Council have not challenged this evidence. This undermines the
reasoning behind the proposal, as either the arch would need signi}401cant
change (almost certainly prohibitively expensive) or commercial vehicles
would still have to use the existing road network, making a one�024waysystem
unworkable. As this land is not proposed to be removed from the Green Belt,
it undermines the comments about the long term bene}401tsof this proposalyas
justi}401cationfor its removal would need to be established at that time, Also, as
the proposed housing extension would have been completed by then, it would
be unviable for either a future developer, or indeed Shropshire Council, to
construct this link. it is, therefore, unacceptable to try to use this factor as a
reason to justify the current releaseof land from the Green Belt. ,

(v) The Plan states the housing extension will provide increased access to
community facilities and commercial services and potential to offer further services.

In response: . _ .
c As the majority of community facilities and commercial services are to the

north and east of the site, there can be no improvement in access. Vl}401ththe
scale of development proposed, there will be a considerable increase in traffic
to those facilities and services making access far worse. New residents from
the site going to the town centre shops, library, recreational and leisure
facilities (e.g. public houses and social facilities) will still have to use the
existing network, as no highway improvements are proposed to be provided to
these sites. . _ . . _ .

0 Similarly, the main employment land is to the east of the town. The proposed
by-pass does not go beyond the A464 south, so to access these areas will
require traf}401cpassing through the town centre or using an unimproved Upton

Lane .Neither of these can be considered as improving access.
0 The future services said to be improved include schools, GP surgery and

other health care. The Town has recently had major housing extensions
expanding the town by some 40% (similar extension to that proposed now),
yet the health services have not been improved to meet the increased
demand, and the schools are struggling to expand to meet the increase in "

pupil numbers and are at or nearly at capacity through site constraints and
access for further improvement. There is no guarantee or planning controls to"
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ensure that such improvements Would besdelivered as claimed. Recent . �030 _ .
evidence of the reality of'such housing development is oonSidered to be a' ' �030
more reliable indicationvof likely, future-development . .

0 Similar arguments apply'to the oomm�030entaboutretail and 'vehicte services. its

close proximity to Tetford means that it is very unlikely that even an expanSion
of the town as proposed, would be suf}401cientto offer a competitive position for
the type of retailers implied in the Plan to set up in the town as an alternative
to Tetford. To use this as a factor to justify removal of such a large area._of.
Green Belt, Shropshire Council should submit a-commercial viability report to
establish that the proposed housing extension would support the development
of these additional retail and vehicle servioes in competition with Telford and
the Junction 4 petrol station.

(vi) The Plan states the housing extension will provide a signi}401cantgain in Green
Infrastructure and management of }402ooding.in response:

, o The Green Belt Assessment con}401rmsthat this land is closely associated with
the wider countryside and development old encroaoh into the countryside

' and weaken its contribution to the Green Belt and the critical gap between
Shifnal and Telford. The land, therefore, is already an important contribution
to the green infrastructure of the town. The proposed green infrastructure. as.
part of a housing development on this land would not improve but harm the

- existing green infrastrucatute. Gonttihu}401nnQt thejland. to the town.
, 0 ~ improvements to }402oodingin the town are already part of a joint programme of _

�030action with the relevant agencies in the town. The site is at present
countryside. The additional substantial development proposed would be likely -
to exacerbate flooding issues. Shropshire Council have not submitted any
technical evidence to support this claim and to show how }402oodingwould be
improved and why this cannot be achieVed without such development This is
again considered essential evidence that should be provided to establish that
the claim that the housing would deliver improvements to an existing situation
is technically feasible and realistic to count as an exceptional circumstance for
the release of Green Belt. '

(vii) The Plan states the housing extension will provide improved access into the 4
town, to recreational open space and countryside in the Green Bait to enhance

environmental quality and access. in response:
, 4 . Shropshire Council have provided no evidence to show how this would be

achieved. For reasons given above, access to the town», recreational space
and Green Belt is likely to be worse with signi}401Cantadditional traf}401cneeding
to access that space. The proposed new road network would not improve
access, as access to these facilities would still have to be through the town. it A
is also dif}401cultto substantiate that such a large development on existing
unspoilt�030oountryside,-would improve �034environmentalquality�035of the Green Belt.
As the Green�030BeitAssessment stated, deveIOpment of this land wouid
weaken the contribution of the Green Belt. ' . ' -

3.16 The Plan states mat these strategic opportunities will address the structurai
constraints affecting the function of me'town and improve strategic physica�030i,�030sociai

and economic infrastructure. it is ciear, therefore, that the proposed extension is not
to meet the needs of the town itself, but to meet some future strategic need. The �030
local community has repeatedly voiced its objections to proposals to remove Green
-Beit on the basis of stiategic not iocai needs, but has received no response from

. Shropshire Council to these oonoems. It' is not considered that there is justification
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for such a �030fstrategic"expansion of the town and so this exceptional circumstance is -

unsupportable. '

3.17 The recent large amount of housing approved made no provision for any
improvements in existing off site leisure, and particularly sports, facilities for the town
to meet the needs of the incoming residents. This has already placed great pressure
on those facilities to meet the increased leisure needs of the town. As developers will
only provide open space for their own residents within the development, the housing
extension will not result in any gain in overall leisure provision, but will place an even

. greater burden on existing leisure, sports and social facilities in the town.

3.18 The Green Belt Review assesses the proposed land between the A4169 and
railway land as having a High level of harm to the Green Belt.-This parcel forms part
of Parcel P17 in the Green Belt Review. This states that this parcel forms a large
part of the critical gap between the settlements of Shifnal and Telford. Its release �030
from the Green Belt would signi}401cantlyweaken the-integrity of the Green Belt in this .
area with regard to Purpose 2 (to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one

another). The Review goes on to state that the parcel contains little urbanising
development, is open and'forms an important part of the historic setting of Shifnal. lt '

has a strong relationship with the large area of open countryside to the south and
east. The Review concludes that releasing this parcel from the Green Belt would
lead to a loss of open countryside and encroachment on neighbouring areas,
weakening the role they play as Green Belt. By weakening the �034critical�035gap between
Shifnal and Telford, the site would have a very signi}401cantadverse effect on the
Green Belt. It is not considered that exceptional circumstances have been justi}401ed
for the removal of Green Belt that would cause High�030harm,or proper comparisons
made with alternative sites. '

3.19 Shropshire Council have said that land between A464 west and M54 was not
pursued because it would close the gap to Telford which needed to be kept open, ,

, and that it needed hard exceptional circumstances to consider development of that
land. This same analysis applies to the site between the A4169 and railway, as this ,

performs an identical function of keeping an open gap to Telford.

3,20 On the Preferred Sites consultation, Shropshire Council stated that they had
asked the owners of much of the proposed Safeguarded Land to the-south and west
of the town for its inclusion. It was claimed that these parcels were required to meet
highway issues. This would'again indicate that Shropshire Council pre determined
this allocation by asking the landowner for such a major removal of/land from the
Green Belt without }401rstconsulting with the local community, contrary to the Gunning
case law requirement that consultation proposals should be at a formative stage.
The fact that Shropshire asked the landowner to make this land available without }401rst
consulting the public, and that the Council has failed to address any of the
subsequent comments from the public on the Preferred Sites and Draft Pre -
Submission Plan consultations reinforces the doubt that the allocation of this land�030

Was not pre determined. in any event, it is considered that the highway. issues .
supposedly behind Shropshire Council�031srequest to the developers to increase the
land removed from the Green Belt, are realistic. There is, therefore, no justi}401cation
for this proposal being put fonlvard by Shropshire Council and for this area of land

being removed from the Green Belt. '

3.21 Shropshire Council�031sdecision to in effect �034allocate�035future-development
proposals for much of the Safeguarded-Land proposed is also considered to make
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the Pier: unsound. Nationai ?ianning ?oiicy�030Framework paragraph 139(6) states that
safeguarded land should not he aiincated fer development: especiaiiy as untii a incei' -
pian is reviewed. it wiii not be known what deveiopment needs there are, at that time:
that have to he met. Such allocation is inconsistent with the objective of Safeguarded .
Land providing a choice of sites and }401exibiiityto meet ionger term development
needs. "it aiso prevents the then local planning authority and the local community
from. making. deveiopment end aiioeation choices at the aegropriate time in the future, _' -
when those needs are fuiiy assessed. By aiready putting toward development

7 proposals�031tormost of the Sateguarded Land, Shropshire Councii is acting. contrary to ,
nationai poiicy and so is unsound under paragraph 35 of the ixiPPF.

3.22 It appears that Shitnai is being treated differently to the other settlements in the .
Green Betti There does not appear to be-any proposed aiiocation of proposed
development to Safeguarded Land in those settlements under the'indivin�030uai
settlement poiicies in the Pian. No-reason-is given why Shifnai is treated differently,
and no responses given as to how queries on this point on eariier consultations
have been taken into account. This is yet a further example of proposals in the Plan

for Shifnai treated differently to other areas; this inconsistency in application of .
poiicies is considered to be contrary to nationai poiicy and unsound

3.23 National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 136 states �034Where a need for�030�030
changes to Green Belt boundaries has been established through strategic policiess -
detailed amendments to those bpundaries may be made through non�024strategic ~ ,
policies including neighbourhood pians.�035TheTown Council consider, therefore, that
any other changes to Green Belt houndaries to provide for Safeguarding Land,
should be deferred and left to a review of the Neighbourhood Pian which the Councii
has already agreed to undertake This would enable the local community to have a
signi}401cantinput to any such changes and retieCts the approach to site selection
proposed in the Plan for Broseley (settlement policy $4.1 point 2 �024�034The

Neighbourhood Plan will include the strategy for achieving the housing and
employment guidelines for the Key Centre of Bmseley'ji. Again there is an

inconsistency in the Plan in proposals for Shifnal compared to other settlements.

324 in the Water Cycle Study that is part of the evidence base, Shitnai is noted as -
having constraints in both water suppiy and sewerage. On the former it states that i

any signi}401canthigher growth rate than that planned, would not be favoured and
require a reassessment of the Water Resource Management Plan On the latter, ~
Shifnal is given a Red status that major constraints have been identi}401edand

' upgrades required. Full consideration should be given to how these constraints _
wcu!d be met bebre proposing a major housing extension of the tewn by removing
Green Beit. ' i

3.25 The proposed Safeguarded I and includes only part of the Sub Opportunity Sh-�030
1 a in the Green Belt Review Assessment evidence document, The Assessment - .

concluded that �034this.area is located close to the eastern settlement edge of Shifnai
�030 and is .reieted to the intervening tepography or containment created by existing _

development. it does not have a strong relationship with the band of open '

countryside between Shifnal and Albn�030ghton.It is unlikely its release would .
significantly weaken the integn'ty of the Green Belt designation within this local area�035,

V The Review conciuded that its reiease would cause Moderate harm. it is considered
that no exceptional circumstances have been put forward to explain why oniy part of �031,
this Sub Oppsrttmity area has been designated as Sateguarded Land and not the
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whole area, or wny land which the Green Belt Assessed as Moderate-High harm,
has been proposed when this Sub�024Opportunityarea would have a lower harm level. »
In not considering the appropriateness of reasonable alternatives when removing the
!end from the Green Belt. the Pier. is contrarv to nationai noticy on Green Be!t and

hence unsound. ' v

3.25 It iS conSidered that the amount at Rand proposed to be removed trom the
Green Belt and allocated as Safeguarded Land is excessive and that there is no
reasoned justi}401cationto support the exceptional circumstances required to propose

removmg such a large area from the Green Beit. I he 92.8ha proposed is some 4U%
larger than that proposed in the previous Local Plan for the town and far exceeds

i what is required to provide choice and flexibility in meeting the long term needs of' �030
the town. there are, theretore, conSIdered to be no exceptionai Circumstances to
justify such a large release of Green Beit iand; which would be contrary to nationai

policy and unsound. As weil as the amount of Safeguarded Land being excessive to
meet need, It Is consudered that there are more appropriate Sites that could meet this
reduced amount than the land proposed to the south and west of the town between
Park Lane and the railway. For illustration purposes only, as well as sites suggested
In preVIous paragraphs, other Sites that couid be consm�030eredinclude the allocated
housing site at SHFO15/0�03029as it'is doubtfui this is required to meet the stated
housing requirement and iand to the north of Upton Lane below the skyline. Use of
some ot these Sites would not Impact on the narrow and critical Green Belt gap '
between Shifnal and Telford which is of great concern to the local community; and

would be a more logical visuai and sustainable extensioh of the town, than the
present proposal. Sites nearer to the current and proposed employment land, to
schools and the A41 1' M54 are aiso potentiaiiy more sustainable. As suggested in

paragraph 3.23 above, it is considered that the decision on which sites should be
reieased from the Green Belt and allocated as Sateguarded Land should be
undertaken with locai community input: as part of the current review of the
Neighbourhood Plan, in accordancewith NPPF paragraph 136, and in consultation
with Shropshire Councii, Shropshire Council have faiied to consider these '

' attethathles=

B4. Generai Comments on Proposais for Shitnal

4.1 The local community and Town Council are very concerned at infrastructure �030
deficiencies in the town foiiowing the recent iarge housing developments approved,_
resulting in some 40% increase in�030thetown�031spopulatioahere has been little if any
investment in infrastructure (including roads and footpaths, new medical centre,
education and leisure facilities) to support the towns expansion. There is agreement
in the town that investment in such infrastructure is essential: and urgently required;
to meet the currently approved schemes, before any further developments are
permitted. Also, in view of the fact that infrastructure improvements have not been
implemented yet despite these deveiopments nearing completion; it is considered

�030 essential that before any further develOpment is approved, the necessary , .

infrastructure investment to meet the needs generated by such development should
be secured in advance and the infrastructure works implemented concurrently with h

the developments. It is considered that the Plan fails to adequately consider the .
infrastructure requirements and deliverabiiity of its proposals for the town (notabiy its
employment allocation; comments about deveioping the town as a major strategic
settlement .and potential for meeting Black Country'overspili for both housing and
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emptoyment additionai to those required. to meet its own needs). This is contrary to
NPPF paragraph 35 and'so unsound .

4.2 Nationai Pianning Policy Framework paragraph 9 says that pianning poiicies
should take iocai circumstances into account to �034re}402ectthe character; needs and
opportunities of each area". The proposals for Shifna! do not take these Inna}
circumstances into account and, therefore, that the proposals for Shifnai are contrary
to national policy. The amount of empioyment iand is excessive to meet the needs of
Shifnai: the large removat of Green Belt to the snuth-west and west to grovirje what
is caiied a new neighbourhood community wouid signi}401cantiychange the character _.
of the town; and the proposed intention to change the capacity and roie' of the town

' to an inappropriate strategic function in this iocation (and to meet non local needs .
such as the Black Country unmet need); would not meet its needs and would restrict

the oonortunitv for the local community to pian how it wants to deveioo in the future. .

4.3 Nationai Pianning Poiicy Framework paragraph 15 states that iocai pians shouid
be �034apiatform for'iocai peopie to shape their�030surroundings�035.in paragraph 16 (c) it , .
also saysthat plans should be shaped by �0301. effective engagement between plan .
makers and communities...�034it is considered that Shropshire Councii have taiied to
take into account the views of the local community and the Town Councii. it is ,

acknowledged in the consultation that the loci view is that the town retains the ,
character and feet of a viiiage and that the community iargeiy wish it te remain 50.. _
This was reinforced in the Neighbourhood Plan where the local community�031sview . i

was that any development must retain the small market town character which was a
principle attraction. But the present consuitation�030proposais tor Shifnai are in direct
con}402ictwith this view. As such= the proposais are contrary to national and �030

Neighbourhood Pian policies. , _

4.4 Shropshire Councii have stiii retained the signi}401cantincrease in the amount of �031
employment land from the original proposais; despite considerable objections from

the iocal community and Town Council. Together with the loss of such a large
amount of Green Bett, especiaiiy on the west of the town where the community has
consistently resisted its removal to protect the sensitive and} smali gap between the
town and Telfordi this shows a disregard for long standing community views. even
though Shropshire Councii ciaim that iocai comments wiii be fuiiy taken into account. '
Although case law= national policy and guidance and Shropshire Council�031sown 7 '

Statement of Community, Involvement require that Councii to respond to consultation
cemmente: no such response has been ferthceming on either the previeus Draft Pre _
Submission Plan or the cement Hen- �030 ' ' _ .. ' _

4.5 Nationai Pianning Poiicy Framework paragraph 136 statesthat Green Beit /
boundaries shouid only be altered where exceptional circumstances are fully _�030

evidenced and justi}401ed.The strategic policy�024makingauthority should be abie to �030
demonstrate that it has examined fuiiy aii other reasonabie options~ for meeting its
identi}401edneed for development. Shropshire Councii's proposais are inconsistent in

deciding iand to be removed as Green Belt and retained. and contradictory in its
iusti}401cationarguments- Assuch; therefore; the consultation proposals are contrary to �030
national planning policy. V _ ,

4.6 Nationai Planning Policy Framework paragraph 1390�030)states that Green Beit _ \

. boundaries shouid be de}401nedciearly._ using physical features that are readiiy �030
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recognisabie and likely to be permanent. The proposed empioyment site and

neighbourhood community land; fail to meet this policy. Yet again; therefore; the
proposais do not meet national planning policy.

4.7 National policy such as paragraph 006 on planning guidance note on Plan
Making; requires the provision of local pians to have regard to a Neighbourhood
Plan in force and that the views of the iocal community are important. Whilst it is
recognised that the Neighbourhood Plan only goes to 2026, the principle issues
hmughtfnnlvard by the. community and underpinning the Pian; are stili reievant and

should be reflectedin the Locai Pian proposals. Of particuiar importance to the iocai
community, as expressed through the Neighbourhood Plan process, were the .

- importance of the,Character 0f the town for existing and new residents attracted to
the town, and minimising any loss of Green Beit. The proposals take no regard to
these principles �024the amount of employment land and loss of Green Belt are
excessive; and not minimised to meet the needs of the town and safeguard the .
character of the town. They wouid have a signi}401cantand adverse impact on the
character of town and the loss of so much Green Belt is unjusti}401edand not '
supported by credibie evidence to constitute the exceptional circumstances required

to change Green Belt boundaries. Poiicies in the Plan. now make it clear that '
Shropshire Council�031sobjective isfor the town to meet strategic not just local needs, �030
with a signi}401cantexpansion of the town proposed which wouid fail to safeguard its

character which the community have consistentiy stated is of prime concern iocaiiy.

4.8 . It is also noted that in the Plan for Market Drayton, it states that although their .
Neighbourhood Pian was not compieted to adoption; �034itis considered these centrat ,

objectives of the Pian remain valid and worthwhile, and wouid improve the V a _ ' ,
sustainability of the town�035(Settlement policy S11paragraph 5.152). Despite the '
Shifnai Neighbourhood Pian being an approved pian; no such simiiar statement has

been made for Shifnai (_ this isaiso inconsistent with Shropshire Council�031sstatement
that they have applied a common methodology in the Plan). This is yet another �030
exampie of inconsistency in the appiication of the Plan to Shifnai comparedtovother

areas; mentioning the need to re}402ectthe Neighbourhood Pian objectives�030a�031tMarket
Drayton, where the Plan was not proceeded to adoption, but not for Shifnal where
the Pian is approved and adopted by Shropshire Councii as part of the Development

Pian. As Shropshire Council accept that the Locai Pian strategy shouid re}402ect '

�034closely"the key objectives in a Neighbourhood Plan, then its proposals for Shifnal
should be amended as pUt fonNard by the Town Council and the local community; to
reflect more closeiy�030itsNeighbourhood Pian objectives. ., .

4.9 No credible evidence has been given to support the reason for changing the '
original proposal on empioyment land; why the net deveiopabie area concept has not

been used for other towns in Shropshire; why it was not considered appropriate in
' the early consultation proposals and what circumstances have changed since then to

introduce it now; and why Shropshire Council accepted a consuitant�031sstudy that only
a much smaiier amount of employment land was needed to meet the sustainable.
development needs of the town and so allowed previous employment land to be
deveioped for housing; but now consider that was simply �034wrong�035.This does not
constitute sustainable pianning grounds to justify now removing such a large area 'of
land from the Green Belt. It is questionable as to why Shropshire Council permitted
such a large amount of housing and on previous empioyment iandiaiiocated �030
employment land when it now seeks to justify such a large allocation on the basis Of
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supporting sustainabte deveicpment for a much sma!!e.' additiona! housing '
allegation

C. Foiicy SZ'i �024RAF (Boston: �024unsouna

C�030i.RAF Cosford excludina Air Ambulance Pronosed Site ' '
�030i�030.�030iii is uuiisidei'et'i iiiai ii'leie has been no change in circumstances (and ceriainiy
not the exceptional�035circumstancesrequired to justify removal from the Green Belt);
since the previous local plan to iustihrremoving the site from the Green Belt. In their
Green Belt Exceptionai Circumstances Statement, Shrop�030si�030iireCouncii ciaim that the
removal of land from the Green Beit is required to facilitate development aspirations
for the site. However, despite being in the Green Belt, there hav been signi}401cant
deveiopments permitted and deveioped at both RAF Costord and Costord Museum. _
aver recent years similar to those that are now being quoted for the future. The
previous local plan accepted the site remaining in the Green Belt and this has not
resulted in any dif}401cultiesin either the RAF or the iviuseum in getting permissions for
developments associated with their activities within the current pnlicies. Having
regard to the stated development aspirations in the Plan, these would all be
adequateiy covered by existing policies without requiring removal from the Green
Belt. There are; therefore: no new reasons to constitute the exceptionai
circumstances required for the removal of the site from the Green Belt.

1.2"The current local plan policies speci}401caiiypermit the speci}401cdevelopments
proposed for the site. indeed; whereas Core Strategy policy (385 states that limited
defence related development will be pennitted, SAMDev policy M06 not only permits
additional deveiopment for military uses, but goes further than the Core Strategy and
aiso permits redevelopment for economic uses appropriate as a major contributor to _

Shropshire�031seconomy. This would, therefore, apply to all the development referred
to as being proposed for RAF Cosford in the consultation document. The SAMDev
policy in particular would not only allow for alt the military development required by
the MoD'and RAF, but also that required for the Museum and the proposed Aviation
Academy.. a ' ' �030

1.3 Reference is made to the Defence Review. This was exactly the same situation
that applied when the previous iocai plan was being prepared and adopted with the

site remaining in the Green Belt as a major developed site with speci}401cpOlicies
allowing developments that would not compromise the future uses of-the site- There
was a defence review being implemented at that time; but n'atidnal policies changed-
With Changes in Government and national priorities, there is no reason based on
recent history, to assume that any current Review will�030befully implemented. Even if it
is, then current policies which have already been seen to facilitate any development _
required at the site, will meet future needs without the need to compromise the
Green Belt status of the site. If the review changes as it has on previous occasions, '

~ then by retaining the Green Belt; gives planning controi over how the site should be
developed in the future. �030 '

1.4 There are, therefore, no exceptional circumstances, as required by national '
planning policy; to pennit�024theremoval of the site {Tom the Green Belt. Military and

museum proposals have not materially changed from the previous local plan, ,
existing pianning policies have not prevented or delayed appropriate development at
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the site, andsthosze self samepolicies, especiallypolieyv MD6 in SAMDev, will . _
continue to permit all the developmentsoutlined in the current eonSultatiqn without _ '
requiring removal from the GreenB�031elt. �030, . . . ' _f , , _

1.5 The Plan primarily refers to speci}401cmilitary; museum and a complementary - .
Aviation Academyand in an e�024mailbebruarHyZQ-TIQ:arepresentative forlthev site

statedthat there are no plans for thelalloCationlof any MOD land at RAF Cesfofd for
alternative uses. As stated above,:the Base's development for these purposes has in - -
no way been compromised by its Green Belt status and current planning policies
fully support and allow for these future .developmenttproposals, so that there has

_ been no change in circumstances and hence no new exceptional circumstanCes to
support removal from the Green Belt. . _ ._ V _ j ~ _ .

1.6 The Town Council made these co�030mméntsonboththe Strategic Sites and Draft
Pre-Submission Planrconsultations= but;ShropShireHCouncii have failed to respond to
these comments. They have given no explanation asto why major developments for
the site have all been approved in thespast with no dif}401cultieswith the site being in
the Green Belt= but that there would be problems in, the future. . �030

1.7, it would appear that the primereason for the release of Green Belt is not'for the
speci}401cdevelopments outlined in the Plan= .but to allow for future unplanned
development to be allowed without having to }401rstjustify exceptional circumstances
for such development 'rf-the Green Belt statuswas- maintained. There are several

policies and comments in the-gPl'an-that supgortdmelated economic'developrhent. V �030
schemes to be allowed onthe Base; through._.its-_,de}401nitionaseialnevy Strategic 'Site. .As,�030 �030

�031 there are no new reasons assooiatedzwith the stated militarylmuseum deVelopmentsll. '
to justify exceptional circumstances? it=,is_consider}402ithat-removingthe v_site fromthe .-.-
Greeaeltto- providerfor so'meunplanned future nonmititarymuseum developments

do not constitute such exceptionalcireumstanoes to change the status of the. site. _ }402:' '.
approved under the previous local plan. ' V

1.9 The impliCation, that the removalof the sitefrom the GreenBelt is primarily: ., , _
req}402iredfor other, nonmititarylmu�030seum}402sesthan those statediis suppoded,_by. ._ njs- .
evide�031noethatsince early 2019,- RAF Cosford-has been advertised iahropshire -.

Council�031slnvestinShropshire brochure... and onitheir website as- a future investment, ,.
opportunity site. ltis described as a:long-term aspirational site for mixed use andas, ,.
a potential new employment'site that is subject to local plan reViewé but that the , ._
Council will consider making the site available for development in response to;
market demand- it would appear= therefore, that Shropshire Council had already pre-
deterrnined the sitefor removal-from the GreenBelt, as_-advertising: its potentialtor.
development(with no restriction to military; museumiuse and complementary use -_ :_
only) well beforetheStrategic Sites Consultation in July2019'. Shropshire Council. .
haVe submitted no evidence of this�030marketdemandthat- responded them_._;.to:___make-the ' '
site available-for development,.jn. accotdanoe-with the statement .ontheir investment

bppdrtunity sites.- This clearlybontradictsthe reasons giVen in the GreensBelt ;_ �030
Exceptional Circumstances Statement for removingthe site from the {Green Belt..v;By
including the-landasa'potential investment site" in its Invest in-Shropshire bIOChU_[eé. -
and website�030we�030llbefore the Strategic Sités�030consultation;is another indication thatthe

' Council has predetermined its view and that the propdsai on the consultation was»; :
not at a formative stage as required by the Gunning caselaw principles.
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1.10 By de}401ningthe site as a Strategic Site without any restriction tying future
development proposais to those speci}401caiiystated in the Plan, proposed poiicies in
the Plan permitting future employment development on such Sites, would allow for

unrestricted additional employment development here if the site was removed from

the Green Belt. Thus thePlan states that:
. �034economicgrowth and investment will be supported in. . .strategic sites�035(policy

812 3c); �035theCouncil�031sobjective is to prioritise signi}401cantnew development
into .identi}401edStrategic Sites to create growth zones along the strategic
corridors�035(policy 814 paragraph 3.142). RAF Cosford is stated to be a
�034signi}401cantlocation in the Shropshire Green Belt�035in respect of two of these

corridors. '
0 that the Shropshire Economic Growth Strategy seeks to promote a �030step

change�031in the capacity and productivity of the local economy. To support this '

it states that the �030strategiccorn'dors�031�034willbe important in providing further �030
investment opportunities. These have the potential to support the economic
growth of the County .... they may provide further signi}401cantsites for iarger
windfaii development opportunities that are suitable and accessible for inward
investment" (policy 312 paragraph 3.118)

. that �034itwill be essential when promoting development in the Strategic
Com'a'ors to sequentiaiiy promote the Strategic Sites identi}401edat. . RAF
Cosford...�035.(poiicySP14 paragraph 3.148) �030

1.11 It should also be noted that policy 812 4a states that the development of
employment in theSe areas wiii be supported by investment in housing and that in -
paragraph 3.119 it states that where Strategic Corridors pass through Green Belt
exceptional circumstances will be required. By removing this land from the Green
Beit, enabies Shropshire Councii to aiiow for future empioyment deveiopment
(supported by housing if appropriate) on the land without having }401rstto pass through
the constraints of Green Belt policy exceptional circumstances. .

1.12 Shropshire Council state that RAF Cosford has been identi}401edas a strategic
site to facilitate its role as a centre of excellence for Defence training, to fonh a
speciaiist aviation academy, for co-iocating other ivioD services and expansion of the
Museum. However, it is clear from the statements quoted from the Plan above and '
the Council�031sInvest in Shropshire brochure and investment opportunities webpage,
that Shropshire Councii want the site removed from the Green Belt so that there is
no Green Belt issue to control whatever future employment development the Council
want to allow here. . . .

1.13 By stating on the one hand that the site is to be removed from the Green Belt
solely to meet development aspirations of the military and museum, yet on the other
inciuding the site as a Strategic-Site allowing for a wide range of other major
developments to be allowed without the constraints of being in the Green Belt. would
be contrary to paragraph 16 (f) of the National Planning Policy Framework. This '
states that Plans shouid avoid the unnecessary duplication of policies that appiy to a

particular area. By applying speci}401cpolicies to the site but then including the site
, within more general development policies, constitutes a duplication of policies for this

particular area, as well as confusing the pubiic. As such the Plan is contrary to

national policy and so unsound.
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1.14 Inview of the current economicclimate and effects of Covid-19 on the
economy, it is premature toremove. suchiarge areas Of land;from the-Green Belt on ' �030
the sole basis of an economic objective that is based on a policy that expires in 2021
and takes no .regard of the likely long term impacts of Covid-�030iQon the sale of iikely V
future new employment developments.�030Exceptional circumstances do not exist, a _ ,

2 therefore, to justifythe reiease of such a large area of land from the Green Belt, ' '
especially for non�024siterelated developments as proposed in the Plan �030

CZ. Proposed Midlands Air Ambulance Charity Site ' �030 V ' _ " '
2.1 Different parcel reference numbers appear to be given to this site in separate
documents but no clari}401cationis given to con}401rmwhich numbers appiy'to this site. . ,
Thus on the Green Belt Review Assessment, the site is part of a much larger site' '
parcel P29. Yet on the sustainability appraisal Appendix U site assessment Map it '
forms part of. a larger assessed site. identi}401edas T828, parts of CFD001, P3Q and
P40. There isnoclari}401cationasto whether the P28, 30 Vand,40 relate�035to the same
reference as the Green Belt, as if so, this is misleading as the site is solely within ' '
P29 on. the GreenBelt Assessment.-Aiso,'_it.is; not; clear what isim�031eant'by_ part of a
CFD001 as there is no indication whatconstitutes�030the rest of this parcel. This is . _ �031
contmryto-Gunning caselawrequiring infounation to be easilygidenti}401abieand case. __ ,
iaw in Seaport Investments Ltd 2007Vand ' DC 201 1_ that informatiOn 'shomd be in a ' "
singieacomprehensibie documentand not require. a paper chase requiring _the pubiig .
to searchnthrough various documents to be able to }401ndand asSess infofmatio'n'. _ �030' '_ 'V .

2.2 The Plan also does not specify the size of land beingproposed to be removed: �031_" _
�030 from-the Green Belt, which is further complicated by inconsistencies in the size of the

, overaii Strategic Site. Settiementpoiicy..$21�034statesthat the size of the Strategicsite ., , _
is 221ha,=which is �030thesameas that quoted-on :the previous Draft 9!? Submission: .. .
Plan (althoughthe Cosford Flood Risk assessment submitted Withthat�030COnsmtation_
gave the areaas7218ha); It was assumed from the differenee__in size oftahd _to be _____.
removed :from the Green Belt between thePreferred Sites and DraftPre. Submission V
Plan that the site �030propbsedfor: the MAAC i__s: .18ha (203ha to 2'21,hfa).__ However, the .
size of theme (andiconsequentiy- the overaii size of the Strategic Site) _issrnalier}401f_
on the current Pian-.�024thanthe Dra}402Pre Submission Plan, yettheoverall site area is �0311
stated to�030bethe same; �030Noexplanation isgiven for this inconsistencyhand so .it is not _
ciear the actuai size of iand» proposed to be removed from the Green .Beit. The _
MAAC have submitted'a planning application for the site. which gives'its site area as '
8.3ha, but the public should notbe expected. to have to search through other .: __ _.

doouments' 'for infonnationron the size of the�030vsiterforgthegiviaA�030hce;it is essentiai if ,_._» _V
Green Belt land is to be removed that there is no discrepahcy'in the precise amount - 7
of land proposed to be removed and that the minimum amount of Green Beit is used
to meet the stated need.

2.3 Thesite is aisobeingrpromoted as part of the RAF Cosford Strategic Site and not �030
as a one-off aiiocation for the MAAC. Shropshire Councii have no controis to ensure ._--,
that the�030ESiteisoniy deVeIOpe'd for-MAA�030CsOnoe�030removedsfrOmtheGreenBeit,»t_he. .
site can be used for any' purposerif MAAC decide not to pursue-the development 'for_ -._.
whatever reason, orthe iandown'erdecides not to seiithen the iano�030onoeitghasiost .:
its Green Belt policy protection, then the land can be used for any development . 4 ..
propOsai;"inCIUding residential. This Concern isreinforced by the commentsmade in '
paragraphs 1.74-1.14 aboVe.rOnce the site is included as part- oithe Strategic Site,» __
any' employment related development could'be allowed. This. couid. prejudioethe .
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position of the MAAC, as the landowner may consider it more advantageous under
proposed policies in the Plan, to develop it for alternative more pro}401tableuses than
MAAC. _

2.4 If it can be established that there is an overriding need for MAAC to relocate
here, that the site proposed is the minimum necessary to meet that need, and that

no alternative site is available outside the Green Belt or within the existing RAF
Cosford, then the site should not be included as part of the RAF Cosford Strategic
Site, but given a separate and speci}401callocation. It would also be appropriate to
make such an allocationwith- the Green Belt notation retained over the site. This
would protect the site from alternative development should MAAC not develop, or in
the future to retain planning control over the site should MAAC cease to use it.

2.5 This would be an identical situation to the M54 Service Area just a few miles
away at Junction 4 of the M54. The service area was a speci}401callocation in the
Green Belt because of the essential need for it at this particular site. For this reason,
to ensure that planning control was retained for any other use of the site should the
service area not proceed or cease in the future, it was accepted that it was

appropriate to allocate the site for the precise use but keep the site within the Green
Belt. Again this would also be identical to the current position with RAF Cosford
where policies allow for any developments related to the current uses without having

to establish exceptional circumstances, whilst retaining the site in the Green Belt to
protect the Green Belt and site from uncontrolled development unrelated to the

exceptional reason for allocating the site for its speci}401cuse.

2.12 Alternatively, if this proposal is considered as an exceptional circumstance

such that the land would only be approved for MAAC development, then there is no
reason why the development could not be approved through the planning application

process, rather than being proposed as an extension to a strategic site in the Local
Plan. This would also enable stronger planning controls to be applied to ensure that

the site was solely approved for, and developed for the intended purpose, which
would not be possible as currently proposed in the Draft Pre Submission Plan.
Indeed, MAAC have already submitted a planning application and stated that they
need to start construction early in 2021 to meet grant time constraints. Thus the

development is likely to be commenced even before the Pre-Submission Plan has
been considered by Council and referred to the Inspector. This supports the Town
Council�031sview that it is inappropriate to allocate the site in the Local Plan and that it
should be considered through the planning application process as is the intention of

MAAC. �031

D. Policies �024SP12,SP13, SP14,SP15 - Unsound

D1. Policies SP12, SP13, SP14
1.1 These policies would allow for unplanned development outside settlements. The
public are entitled to expect some certainty in what is proposed in the plan for their
area, with exceptions being treated on their own merits when such a proposal arises.
However, these policies speci}401callyallow for new economic development and
windfall development in the countryside and particularly adjacent to settlements in a
strategic corridor and strategic sites. Thus, although a speci}401cemployment site is to
be allocated for Shifnal, these policies would allow for signi}401cantnew development
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to be permitted as a further extension to the town. Similarly, although the allocation
of RAF Cosford, and its proposed removal from the Green Belt is said to be for

' speci}401cmilitary and related use, these policies wouldallow for other non�024related .
development to be allowed in the future, undermining the stated purpose for (
removing the Green Belt protection. This concern is enhanced by the policies saying
that development would be allowed on strategic sites (RAF Cosford is included)
where it cannot be accommodated on an existing allocated site. Whereas speci}401c

proposals in the Plan have had to be the subject of sustainability appraisals and
alternatives considered, these policies would allow Shropshire Council to allow
signi}401cantlarge scale developments on green }401eldand Green Belt land without such

appraisals. It is considered that such }402exibleand wide ranging policies affecting,
green}401eldland are contrary to the need for policies to contribute to sustainable
development, are not based on proportionate evidence. �031

1.2 It is noted that policy SP13 paragraph 3.135 states that approval may be given
for �034therelease of signi}401cantsites with the potential to function as �030growthzones�031on
the strategic corridors for larger employment or mixed use developments�035.Thus .
although the Plan does not include land at J3 of the M54 as a garden village, the
wording of this policy would still allow such a development to be approved .
subsequently in the future as complying with this policy. This undermines the
comments made to the public about giving certainty on proposals for speci}401careas
of the land in the Plan. Especially as this statement refers to Green Belt land in a
strategic corridor, it is considered contrary to national Green Belt policy to include
policies that in effect contradict other policies in the Plan seeking to protect Green

belt.

1.3 It is also noted that reference is made that such unplanned inward investment
may also need to be supported by the delivery of new housing and infrastructure to
develop a growth zone. This would again open the door for a garden village to be
promoted under this policy despite reassurances given to the public that such a

proposal was not being proposed.

1.4 It is considered that there is no need to in effect allow for any employment
development outside settlements (especially as the Strategy refers to an urban
focused approach), -as this would undermine the stated proposals and policies for
each settlement in the Plan. If a major proposal came forward for which a site within
existing settlements was not available, then it could be considered on its own merits

as an exception to policy, rather than as at present proposed where such
development would be seen to comply with the Plan, contrary to other settlement
and Green Belt protection policies. The direct con}402ictbetween compliance with these
policies and the speci}401csettlement and Green Belt policies is considered to be
unsound. By in effect allowing such signi}401cantwindfall development to be permitted
on Green}401eldand Green Belt land, these policies are also contrary to the legal
requirement in Section 39 of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 that a
Plan must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of

sustainable development.

1.5These policies are considered, therefore, to be super}402uousas they would give an
almost carte blanche approval to economic development in a wide area outside
established settlement areas, undermining the status of Green Belt and Safeguarded
Land protection and stated reasons for allowing removal of Green Belt in the Plan.
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To reassure the public and give some certainty as to what can be expected for their
area in the Plan, it is considered that these policies should be replaced with a�030
general economic development policy stating that any windfalllsigni}401cant
development that cannot be accommodated within a settlement, would be �030
considered on its own merits having regard to the need for the development, �030
the availability of alternative sites and other development policies in the Plan
speci}401callyrelating to sustainable development, climate change and any
protected status of the land.

DZ. Policy SP15 '
2.1 The Town Council support the decision not to allocate land at J3 of the M54 as a ,
garden village, considering that there are no exceptional circumstances for such a
signi}401cantdevelopment in the Green Belt. However, it is considered that the
introduction of Policy SP15 would give an opportunity (and policy support) for that
scheme to be promoted again, undermining the certainty and assurances given to
the public that this scheme would not proceed. After such a prolonged period of
consultation, the public would expect that this decision was }401nal,yet by including this
policy in the Plan, allows the proponents of the scheme to yet again promote it in '
accordance with this policy. Although the policy refers to �034meaningfulpublic
consultation", this is open to wide interpretation depending on the point of view of the �030
developer, planning authority and public.

2,2 The Plan gives little explanation for the reasoning of this policy; There is no > .- '
reason why any proposals by an Estate could not be considered as and when they
arise under the other policies of the Plan. By approving a �034longterm vision and

, objectives�035�024which by de}401nitionmay not be development speci}401c,could allow for a
degree of future }402exibilitythat would prejudice the public�031sability to have a say on a
speci}401cdevelopment proposal, as a decision in principle would already have been .
allowed. - -

2.3 The Plan states that Estate plans prepared and in preparation, have informed
the inclusion of this policy. Although stated as being part of the �034key�035evidence of the
Plan for this policy. (Appendix 3 under policy SP15), none of these Estate plans
prepared are included in the evidence base or could be found elsewhere on .
Shropshire Council�031swebsite. Neither is any information given on the reference to
�034EstatePlans in preparation" ie what plans and where. This failure to make public
evidence that they state has been key to the preparation of the policy, is contrary to
case law (Gunning principle that there must be suf}401cientinformation to give
intelligent consideration to proposals), and unsound as being contrary to national
guidance on Plan Making paragraph 035 about making accessible documents
forming part of the evidence base for a Plan.
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JUNCTION 3, M54

DZ POLICY SP15

Status of 13

When Austin Rover at Longbridge collapsed, three support corridors were created to mitigate the

loss of employment. One was centred on Longbridge, one along the route into Coventry and the

third featured the M54.

Junctions 1 and 2 were designated as employment land. Junction 1 already had an employment

estate and 12 was contaminated land which was cleared leading to the development of the i54. The
' Jaguar/Land Rover engine plant was created with associated and support industry closely following

and the Wolverhampton Business Park (mixed use- commercial and of}401cespace, hotels etc).

Junction 3 was designated as its �031waistband�031being greenbelt land apart from RAF Cosford under
MoD control and whose efforts to attract employment failed when preference was given to a

developing site in Wales.

Junctions 4, 5 and 6 continue to be developed as employment land including a campus for the

University of Wolverhampton and an Engineering School.

The greenbelt status of J3 must be retained as intended.
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